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Juan Trippe, the first and last aviation tycoon in history, learned to fly in the rickety machines of

World War I, when he sky appealed only to daredevils, and his life expectancy could have been

counted, probably, in days. He was as star struck as any of the other young aviators of the day,

but he was also a Yale educated banker’s son who believed the world was crying out for air

travel but didn’t yet know it. In 1927 Pan American had only one route, 90 miles from Key West

to Havana. Within eight years at great risk and against fantastic odds Pan Am had crossed the

Pacific, and after that Trippe thrust his tentacles into all of Latin America, into Europe, Africa,

Australia--even into China. He was a nerveless, sometimes vicious competitor who bought up

or drove out of business anyone who got in his way—President Roosevelt once referred to him

as a “Yale educated gangster” until he had built Pan Am into the mightiest airline in the world.



An American SagaJuan Trippe and His Pan Am EmpireJuan Trippe, the first and last aviation

tycoon in history, learned to fly in the rickety machines of World War I, when the sky appealed

only to daredevils, and his life expectancy could have been counted, probably, in days. He was

as star struck as any of the other young aviators of the day, but he was also a Yale educated

banker’s son who believed the world was crying out for air travel but didn’t yet know it, and he

thought he saw a way to turn this risky game into a business. At 25 he began to found airlines,

all of which failed, but in 1927 he took over floundering Pan American, which had only one

route, 90 miles from Key West to Havana. Within eight years at great risk and against fantastic

odds Pan Am had regularly scheduled service across the Pacific, and after that Trippe thrust

his tentacles into all of Latin America, into Europe, Africa, Australia, China. He was a

nerveless, sometimes vicious competitor who bought up or drove out of business anyone who

got in his way—President Roosevelt once referred to him as a “Yale educated gangster”---until

he had built Pan Am into the by far the mightiest airline that had ever existed up to that time.“A

story that has never been told before…Especially strong on Pan Am’s tortured corporate history

—there were dozens of subsidiary and affiliated companies, including the fabled CNAC in

China” --Houston Post.“Pictures a visionary who had human failings, a man inexhaustible and

insistent…a hard driver with guts who was a leader from the time he became a teen-age pilot”

--Milwaukee Journal.“Sparkling…the acts of daring, courage and vision that led to a global

route system are recounted with drama and verve” --Barron’s“This is not an official or

worshipful biography. Daley went to government and other records and he talked to Trippe’s

enemies—his strong-armed competitors and ousted rivals—as well as his friends. And then he
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island is singularly undistinguished, being a sand spit bent into the shape of a hairpin and

barely awash in the heaving sea. Total land mass is two and a half square miles, and mean

elevation at high tide is twelve feet. The hairpin's long gaunt arms are in some places only a

hundred yards wide.As a type, it seems more suited to the Bahamas or the Florida Keys,

where such islands swell up out of a shallow sand bottom and lie in clusters. People sail to

them in pleasure boats for snorkeling or beach parties.But this island is in a different sea.

Three-quarters of a mile offshore the water is 16,000 feet deep. The island is actually a

mountain, all but the flattish, top twelve feet of which are underwater. It sits alone amid a million

or more square miles of empty ocean. No one has ever sailed to it for snorkeling or picnics or

any other amusement.It has no coves or inlets, and an unbroken reef encircles it as tightly as a

wedding band. It has no harbor. There is no safe anchorage. Against the encircling reef on all

but the calmest days pounds a constant surf. No vessel of whatever size has ever been able to

approach very closely.There is no way that anyone making a survey could ever have singled

out this island saying, "Here's one of the world's important ones." It seems particularly unsuited

to heroic events. It has no water. There is nothing to eat. Vegetation is extremely scant,

amounting to a few warped trees, some clumps of scaevola shrubs and tangled carpets of

octopus vines which lie like hairpieces on the crowns of the dunes. These dunes are lumpy and

uneven, having been rearranged many times over the years both by weather and by high

explosives. Typhoons have struck every fifteen years or so. There is nothing to impede their

swollen movement, or to slow them down for hundreds upon hundreds of miles in all directions.

When they strike, they scalp the dunes, and indeed the entire island, as if with razor blades.

There is little shade here at the best of times. After each typhoon years go by before trees and

bushes grow back—before shade itself reappears.A true desert island.A beach rims the

outside of the entire hairpin. It is composed partly of sand, partly of sharp coral rubble, and is

no place for bare feet. One tramps it in shoes only. It seems immensely empty. One faces out

into the northeast trade winds for a thousand miles. A good deal of military junk protrudes from

the sand, most of it sharp-edged, all of it rusty. It competes with nature for attention, and will for

some time more. Here are two concrete pillboxes. With beetle-browed eyes they still stare out

over the sea, their mouths empty where the long cigars used to protrude. Both are canted to

one side, whether by shellfire or erosion is by now impossible to say. Beyond them a rill of

water crosses the beach to lap against an upside-down, half-buried half-track. Theirs? Ours?

Somebody's gravestone, anyway.Ahead, half hidden in the scrub, still commanding 180

degrees of ocean, stands a great naval gun. Its eight-inch barrel looks burned out, as if from

firing too many rounds too quickly. This was one of their guns, or so it is said today; no one is

really sure. Its inch-thick carapace has been rusting for so long now that it has begun to peel in

layers, like plywood.The two arms of the hairpin, reaching out from the shoulders, seek to

enclose a great round lagoon. They don't quite make it, but the encircling reef completes the

job offshore and the lagoon is there, fully formed, limpid, placid, ablaze with tropical fish. It

shimmers with color, from sapphire blue, where the water is deep, to the emerald green of the

shallows, to opalescent white, where the water may be only inches deep. This is color more

glorious and brilliant than the eye can absorb.The lagoon dominates the island. This is partly



because it alone is beautiful, and partly because it alone first brought men here. See that dark-

blue patch underwater, that long straight channel across the center of the lagoon? College

boys dredged that channel out in the summer of 1935, which is the year the island entered

history.Facing the lagoon on the inner side of the hairpin stand the island's buildings, all but a

few boarded up, presumably forever. Most are quite old. They can be dated by their

pockmarked foundations—modern man has learned to reckon age from bullet holes. Old or

new, their architecture—what might be called twentieth-century military—is the same.There

used to be a 48-room hotel here too, built in a more luxurious style. It is gone now, along with

nearly all it once represented. Poking around amid the weeds one can still discern its

foundations. There used to be a pier out front as well, stretching out into the lagoon for a

hundred yards, where the great flying boats used to tie up. It is possible to imagine the scene

still: the wealthy passengers disembarking, walking up the pier toward the hotel veranda,

where, after ten or more hours in the air, cool drinks awaited them. Today the pier is ruined; a

few of its concrete pilings jut like broken teeth above the surface of the water.When the flying

boats had been emptied, they could be taxied along the shore toward the service area nearby.

Swimmers wearing goggles and the two-piece bathing costumes of the day would position a

flatbed contraption under the hull. When all was ready, the immense flying boat would get

winched up out of the lagoon via a sloping concrete ramp. Water would spill from it as if off a

duck. Up on land it would rest there looking ungainly, far too clumsy to fly.The underwater ramp

is still intact. In a few places sand has drifted across it, but the concrete looks solid. It hasn't

been used since the world it was built to serve ceased to exist. It is still known to the few

current inhabitants of the island as the Pan Am ramp. Hardly any of them knows why.Standing

at the top of the ramp one can survey the entire lagoon. It is about a mile wide here. On it

nothing moves One can look across to the other spit of sand.This is Wake Island in the middle

of the empty Pacific. It was discovered, in effect, in the New York Public Library by Juan Trippe.

For a brief time—onlythe blink of an eye as history is measured—it was one of the most

famous places in the world.2TrippeAt the beginning Trippe was both a dreamer and a

daredevil, a youth with mind and heart literally in the clouds, and he could reasonably have

expected to die either young or impoverished or both.He was born on June 27, 1899, son of a

New York investment banker. When he was about ten, his father took him to an air race over

lower New York Bay. The Statue of Liberty was one of the turning pylons. The planes were

open kites with pusher engines, and the boy could see the pilots manipulating feet and hands.

He could see propeller blades flailing. On each lap the planes flew close over the heads of the

awed crowd, and one plane crashed. On the way home the Trippe family car wouldn't

start.From then on young Trippe yearned to become an aviator. When he was about

seventeen, his father sent him to Marconi School to learn Morse code, together with what little

was known about radio at that time, because, although the Trippes were rich, the Puritan ethic

prevailed in their household; their son would have to work for what he wanted. Radio first, then

flight. So young Trippe learned radio, after which his father sent him to the private Curtiss

Flying School in Miami. Soon he had about 100 minutes of dual flying under his belt—flying

was counted in minutes in the summer of 1917.That fall, having enrolled at Yale, he went out

for freshman football and made the team as a guard, for he was a big hulking youth who could

push other youths around. By then the United States had entered World War I "to fight the

Huns." Young Trippe wanted to fight the Huns too, as did most of his teammates, and once the

season ended, almost the entire freshman squad quit college and joined the Marine Corps en

masse; 1917 was a patriotic year.Trippe's patriotism was more specific than most. The place he

wanted to fight the Huns from was the air and when he discovered that the Marine Corps had



no facilities for training him as a pilot, he managed to get himself transferred to the Navy, which

did. He was sent to ground school at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and he soloed

over Long Island, a twenty-minute flight in a Jenny. From there he was sent to Hampton Roads,

Va., where he first flew flying boats, and then to Pensacola, Fla., where he volunteered for

night flying, and for bombers, even though the romance and glamour of flying that year lay

elsewhere. There were many heroes of the air battles of the Great War. All flew tiny pursuit

planes. They engaged in dogfights high above France, and they fired their machine guns out

through whirling propeller blades. Hardly any big bombers got into action at all; certainly Trippe

never did, and his other new skills—radio, night flying—did not change the course of the war

either. Planes of any description rarely flew at night, nor did they normally carry radios.But

Trippe was already obeying his own instincts, and moving in his own direction: bombers, night

flying, radio. Though not yet nineteen, he was already thinking of after the war, of the time

when he would become a man, and of the commercial possibilities of aviation.Of course he

enjoyed the training, as any youngster would have. He learned to machine-gun big wooden

rowboats adrift in the sea, to make dead-stick landings into the wind, and he made a single

parachute jump. He was once accused of zooming a Navy blimp with his bomber and, as

punishment, was obliged to walk tours of the yard for two days with a pack full of bricks on his

back. Upon graduation he and some others rolled about twenty cannonballs down a hill into the

streets of the town, doing some damage.The war ended there. Trippe went back to Yale,

enamored of flying. He played guard again on the football team, rowed on the crew. He was six

feet tall, and his weight was moving upward toward two hundred pounds. As a rich man's son

he also played golf, and he became a superb golfer, with a handicap of five.During his

sophomore football season he was kicked in the spine in a pileup. His three bottom vertebrae

had to be fused. It was one of the first times this operation was tried. Trippe spent three months

in the hospital, and when he came out, his football and rowing days were over, and it would be

a long time before he played golf again.On Juan's twenty-first birthday his father died. The

Trippe bank failed. Juan went back to Yale, where, while other students caroused, he founded

and edited the Yale Graphic, a kind of general-interest college magazine. He was not then, and

never became, a literary man. He was learning how to run a business, how to meet a payroll. It

was not art that interested him, but bringing in advertising linage. He made a profit of a few

thousand dollars, which went into the bank to gather interest alongside his small inheritance

from his father.During the long summer vacations he lived with his mother in New York, on East

76th Street, and he worked for Lee, Higginson and Company, the investment house. He worked

as a runner, he worked in the cages. He learned how companies were organized, how funds

were raised, what it meant to operate on margin. He learned the investment banking business,

and it failed to excite him.Back at Yale he studied principally business courses, accounting,

engineering, transportation. He absorbed what interested him, and ignored what did not. Yale

never counted him a brilliant student, but then Yale's norms were not Trippe 's. He was well-

bred, a gentleman. He was affable, polite and shy with girls. Even among his classmates, he

was not one to assert himself. But he did have the ability to win long, persistent arguments. He

would argue patiently until no one had any energy left to argue back. His classmates called him

Wang, a corruption of Juan, the name he had been given in honor of his Aunt Juanita. Juan

was a name he often hated. But he hated Wang more. He was also sometimes called Mummy

because, except for the long arguments, he seldom spoke.Flying was one of his few outlets. A

great many war-surplus airplanes were being released to the public during those years. Trippe

organized the Yale Flying Club, which bought a plane with two open cockpits. Trippe entered it

in an intercollegiate air race against ten other planes representing that many other schools,



most of them Ivy League. The race was to be held on Long Island around a four-cornered

course, and the planes were supposed to fly about a hundred feet above the treetops. Trippe

studied his plane. He thought that by changing the incidence of the dihedral he could make it

fly faster; all his life he seemed to know more about the mechanics of flight than anyone gave

him credit for. He was in third place at the first pylon. The second leg was down the Merrick

Road for twelve miles to Amityville, and the Cornell, Princeton and Yale planes were flying neck

and neck, ten feet apart and thirty feet above the road. The Yale plane (Trippe) dove to within

ten feet of the ground at the pylon, got the inside position and took the lead. Two miles from the

finish, Trippe took the lead for the final time, and brushing the treetops all the way, crossed the

finish line six seconds ahead of the second-place plane. It was a heady moment for a youth

who could no longer engage in the more athletic team sports that college crowds turned out to

see.When he graduated he was twenty-three, and he saw life as a rather more serious affair

than did most of his classmates. The banker's son, all assumed, would become a banker, but

Trippe refused. He was determined to make a business out of aviation. This was partly an

intellectual decision, partly an emotional one. The only place where Trippe felt special was

around airplanes. He was part of a small, select fraternity there. He was a pilot—though there

was a certain devil-may-care glamour to the word which did not quite fit Trippe. Nonetheless he

knew the adventure of flying. He understood the machine, and the mechanical laws that

governed flight. He sensed where commercial aviation could go— not completely perhaps, but

certainly more sharply than most other people did.And so he determined to buy some planes

and found an airline. His credentials were more considerable than they might have appeared.

He had his inheritance from his father, plus access to the world of money in which his father

had moved; among his own classmates were other young pilots, including William Vanderbilt

and Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney. William Rockefeller had lived across the street from him in

Greenwich, Conn.; they had once climbed cherry trees together. These young men were

connected to three of the biggest fortunes in the world.Trippe also knew that seven war-surplus

planes were about to be auctioned off at the Philadelphia Navy Yard—single-engined pontoon

biplanes of the model designated 49-B. Trippe entered a bid of $500 apiece. This bid and all

others were thrown out as too low, but when bids were called for again a month later the boy

who would become the tycoon thought it over carefully, entered the same bid a second time—

and got the planes.Now to make them into an airline.Most young men of Trippe's time—or any

time—might not have bothered to organize a formal company just to sell airplane rides, for this

took work and time, and it cost money in legal fees. Trippe, however, did organize a company.

He capitalized it at $5,000, putting up half himself, selling stock for the other half, and

incorporating as Long Island Airways. One of Trippe's partners was his uncle. Another was a

boyhood friend, Dave Robbins, whose father owned the Robbins Conveyor Belt Company.

Though Dave had been a World War I pilot and was no longer a child, Robbins Sr. was furious,

and began bombarding young Trippe with angry letters. "I would prefer that you didn't

encourage Bud to stay in the aviation business," one read.The seven planes were in crates in

Philadelphia, and they reached Rockaway Beach, where Trippe had rented an abandoned

hangar, on seven railroad cars. Trippe and his pals began to assemble them, and then to test-

fly them, and with that Long Island Airways was in business.People, in 1922, sometimes ran

through the streets after airplanes, congregating at the spot where the plane seemed likely to

set down. They waited in lines to pay money to be taken aloft. A stunt or two by the hovering

pilot, and the crowd was there, and the cash registers started ringing. This was especially true

in summer at the beaches. There were potential customers sprawled on the hot sand from

Coney Island to Fire Island. And behind the dunes there was plenty of still water on which



pontoon planes could land.Trippe did very little piloting himself. He was too busy trying to turn

Long Island Airways into a business. He could hire men to fly— ex-military pilots were all

around him clamoring for a chance to handle the controls. What could not be hired, at least not

easily in 1922, were aviation-oriented young men willing to study the "art" for its business

possibilities. This was what Trippe had to do himself, and he soon found it inordinately

satisfying.His planes had been built to carry two people only: one pilot and one passenger. The

Oxx engine, though considered mighty for its day, could lift no more weight than that.

Furthermore, with gas tanks built into the fuselage, there was no room for more than one

passenger.Two passengers would mean double the revenues, of course. It would mean more

than that. A three-seater plane would mean carrying couples, something very few planes could

do in 1922. It would mean commanding a bigger share of the beach business than any of his

competitors. But how were two passengers to be crowded aboard? How was such a load to be

lifted off the ground?It was possible to buy French Hispano-Suiza 220 engines that provided

more horsepower, and could lift more weight—theoretically, at least. However, their propellers

were so big that if Trippe installed them in his Aeromarines, the props would cut the pontoons

off. Besides, there would still be no room in the fuselage for the second passenger.Trippe's

dark brown eyes studied this machinery, his mind mulled over the possibilities, and he sought

advice from every mechanic who crossed his path. At length he concluded that the Hisso

engines could in fact be installed in his Aeromarines, and if the engines' reduction drive was

removed, smaller propellers could be substituted for the big ones. The engines could then be

revved up fast enough so that the original power would still be achieved and the pontoons

would not get cut off. As for making space for an extra passenger, why not put the gas tanks on

the outside of the fuselage? So he bought the Hisso engines and the smaller props, and he

ordered these alterations carried out.Able now to carry two passengers in the front cockpit,

Trippe moved from the beaches into the charter business as his planes began carrying rich

couples out to the Hamptons, or up to Newport, or down to Atlantic City—these were the

important resorts that year.In his spare time he began to haunt the New York Public Library,

where he studied business tomes on railroads, on cross-country bus companies, on shipping

lines. What laws regulated them? How much did it cost them to carry ten pounds of express

freight, or a hundred pounds, or a thousand pounds from point A to point B? What was the

elapsed time of such transport? How much might people be willing to pay if an airline could

offer extra speed'This last question, of vital importance to Trippe, interested almost no one

else. In 1922 the airplane, when actually flying, was only slightly faster than crack trains or

cross-country buses; it was much slower when its handicaps were considered—it could not fly

at night or in bad weather, or land in the center of a city. It could beat ship travel, of course, but

not over any considerable distance, for it had no range. Above all, it had almost no useful

load.None of these drawbacks dampened young Trippe's energy or drive. He was, in 1922, like

an inventor. He was on to something and was sure of it, even if no one else was. He had just

doubled the capacity of his current planes, and this seemed to him to prove that it would

always be possible to make planes bigger, to double capacity again and again.He had seven

pilots and seven planes and he kept them in the air as much as possible. One day he hired out

a plane to a newsreel company and flew it himself down Broadway below the level of the

buildings, while his passenger ground out film. This stunt seems to have outraged New York,

but there was no law against it. It was almost the last time Trippe himself would take part in

what amounted to a boyhood prank. His boyhood was just about over.He began contacting

college friends whose fathers could provide letters of introduction to such companies as United

Fruit, then one of the principal shippers of produce in the world, or the Pennsylvania Railroad.



These letters opened doors to high officials who received him and patiently answered his

questions, for he was very young, very serious, and of the same social stratum as themselves.

He wanted to know their operating costs, terminal costs, carriage costs en route. He wanted to

know if time and money could be saved by sending bills of lading and other such documents

ahead of each shipment by airplane.3Colonial Air TransportAt the downtown offices of the

United Fruit Company one day he met the general manager for Honduras, who told him

something of the geography of that part of Central America. Company ships docked at Tela on

the coast, the man said, but official documents frequently had to be stamped in the capital,

Tegucigalpa, which was some three days away by road on the other side of 9,000-foot-high

mountains. Perhaps, Trippe suggested, United Fruit ought to charter one of his Aeromarines.

The actual distance between the coast and the capital was only about a hundred miles by

airplane. They could fly their documents up to the capital in an hour and a half.An agreement

was soon signed. United Fruit would secure flying rights and landing rights in Honduras, and

possibly an airmail contract between Tela and Tegucigalpa. Long Island Airways would provide

the plane and the pilot, and the two corporations—one new and tiny, the other old and gigantic

—would divide the profits.At twenty-three Trippe had just struck his first deal with a company

bigger than his own, and his first deal in Latin America as well. He ordered one of the

Aeromarines disassembled into several crates and loaded onto his flatbed trailer, and he

himself jumped into the tow car, a Model-T laundry van so disreputable that his mother had

forbidden him to park it in front of the house. The ride to the United Fruit Company's ship,

which was moored to a pier on the lower West Side, began. The pilot sat beside Trippe, who

meant to deliver plane and pilot simultaneously. He wanted to see them both loaded aboard

ship. The only problem was that the laundry van lacked power. It staggered up each hill. It

staggered up onto the deck of the Brooklyn Bridge also, and then on the downslope a terrible

thing happened. The van and its trailer began to gather speed. Faster and faster they rolled.

Trippe couldn't stop them. He had the brake pressed onto the floor, but the van and the trailer

kept accelerating. At the bottom of the bridge came a right-angle turn. The laundry van made it

around this turn, but not the trailer, which piled into the wall, spilling crates of airplane onto the

road. Out jumped young Trippe and the pilot. Behind them traffic began to back up. Trippe was

at his most persuasive as he explained to fuming drivers that these many crates represented

an airplane on its way to Central America. An airplane? The word "airplane" excited everyone,

and soon the stalled motorists were helping lift the crates back onto the trailer.And so Long

Island Airways began to operate in Honduras.But by 1924 Trippe's business had begun to

taper off. There were now far too many planes flocking to the beaches, far too many pilots able

to carry wealthy passengers from New York out to resorts. Looking around him, he quickly

found other spots where planes and pilots could be hired out. He sent two of each to Canada

to service isolated logging companies, and others went off on private charters. They kept

getting farther and farther away from Long Island, and several, including the one in Honduras,

were wrecked. Those that remained Trippe managed to sell to the pilots flying them, until Long

Island Airways had neither planes nor pilots, and ceased to exist.Trippe was not unhappy. He

had escaped with a small profit. He had faced payrolls. Pilots and mechanics had all been

hungry by Friday, and some Fridays there had been no money, or very little money, in the till,

and they had had to wait, and he had learned to think of having a reserve fund always on hand.

He had acquired a good deal of economic data— what it cost to fly planes, to maintain them,

what people were willing to pay to fly. Now, as he went forth to find new investors, to found a

different kind of airline, he had cost data with him. He could talk about aviation, and he could

talk about money as well.What was his new venture to be?An airline must have a route, he



decided. It must have regular schedules. It must carry mail. The future of the airline business

was in a substantial company, in big names, in big money. The Post Office certainly would

never award an airmail contract to an airline like Long Island, capitalized at only $5,000, and a

postal subsidy was essential if an airline was to survive long enough for passenger and freight

traffic to build up.In Europe, KLM and Lufthansa, heavily subsidized by their governments,

already existed as airlines in embryonic form, and they kept more or less regular schedules.

But in the United States Trippe's Long Island Airways had been about as substantial as any

"airline" that had yet been tried. As for the U.S. mail, it had begun to move by air just after

World War I, first by the Army and then by the Post Office itself, which had conducted

demonstration runs as far as the California coast. The pilots flew open-cockpit planes under

Post Office contracts with the mailbags piled into the second cockpit, and they had begun now

to fly at night. There were beacons akin to lighthouses at various points, fires were kept blazing

at the bases of mountains to warn pilots away, and all pilots wore parachutes. Airmail in the

early twenties was as perilous and primitive as the pony express, neither more nor less, and

people learned to send duplicate letters by train. As a result, the idea had never really caught

on. The system was underutilized, and there was some danger that the Post Office Department

might soon decide to abandon it. When the Kelly bill was passed on February 2, 1925, giving

the Post Office broad authority to contract with private parties for the carriage of mail by air,

this was thought of in many quarters as the only viable means of saving an airmail

system.During the years following the collapse of Long Island Airways, Trippe founded a

number of companies: Alaskan Air Transport, Buffalo Airlines, Eastern Air Transport, Colonial

Air Transport and more, in each case bringing together groups of men, arranging financing,

laying plans, in each case bidding for mail contracts.Alaskan Air Transport started as one man,

a pilot named Ben Eielson, and one plane, a surplus DH-4—plus an idea by Trippe. To Trippe

the quickest future for aviation was in places where transportation was terrible, and nowhere

was it worse than in Alaska where mail and passengers moved by dogsled. It took six weeks to

cover a few hundred miles. The same passengers flying in the open cockpit of an Alaskan Air

Transport airplane would get red noses, but at the end of a few hours they would be there. Mail

would move at the same speed.Trippe's idea extended further. From Alaska he planned to hop

across to Siberia. The land bridge that had sunk beneath the sea eons ago would be replaced

by Trippe's air bridge, and weeks could be cut off mail runs to Russia and Asia. A company

with such a base would seem to have an unlimited future.Trippe actually went to Seattle, where

skis were installed on the plane. He saw it and Eielson off toward the frozen north, where the

pilot competed with the dog teams for three months, flying south out of Fairbanks down the

Kuskokwim River, touching all the small communities along its banks.However, the dog-team

drivers insisted that the law governing the so-called Star Route mail contracts made no

mention of airplanes. Though Trippe went to Washington to argue with postal authorities for the

right to carry mail, they ruled against him. He tried to get legislation written, but failed. He

would get no mail, no subsidy, and therefore he had no viable airline. Eielson flew the plane

home, and Alaskan Air Transport ceased to exist.So Trippe incorporated Eastern Air Transport

in Delaware on September 12, 1925. Its directors were Trippe; Lorillard Spencer, who was a

World War I combat pilot of independent means; L. L. Odell, a transportation engineer with the

consulting firm of Ford, Bacon and Davis; Robert Thach, a pilot from Trippe's squadron, now a

lawyer; and Sherman Fairchild of the Fairchild Camera Company, who was interested in

aviation chiefly as a means of selling his new aerial cameras. Two days later Eastern Air

Transport submitted a bid signed by Trippe and Odell for the New York-Boston airmail contract,

and Trippe went to Washington and began to lobby fiercely. Unfortunately, he was only twenty-



six years old, and looked younger, and the mail in 1925 was serious business. Postal

authorities were hoping to award their contracts to older, more weighty figures than

Trippe.There was a second company bidding for the New York-Boston route. It was called

Colonial Airlines, and its investors came mostly from Connecticut and Massachusetts, as did

its board of directors, which included some important financial and political figures, such as the

incumbent governor of Connecticut, John Trumbull. Postal authorities seemed to like this group

better, for on its board were no daredevil young aviators, and Trippe was advised to merge with

this Colonial Airlines. On October 5 he changed the name of his own company to Colonial Air

Transport, and two days later his Colonial and Governor Trumbull's Colonial merged.At the last

minute Trippe had bolstered his own board by adding young William Rockefeller, young Sonny

Whitney and his great friend young John Hambleton, a World War I combat hero and son of a

prominent Baltimore banker. Hurriedly Trippe now began to salvage what he could from the

merger, and he managed to salvage a good deal, for he was bringing in money. First, though

the surviving corporate structure was Governor Trumbull's, its name was changed to Colonial

Air Transport, Trippe's corporate name, which perhaps made it appear to outsiders as if Trippe

had done the swallowing up himself, rather than the other way around. Secondly, he got himself

appointed managing director of the combined company. Thirdly, he argued that the combined

board of directors, now comprising more than thirty men, was too swollen and unwieldy to

exert control, and he suggested that a voting trust be appointed. This was done. Seven men

were named: Trippe, Rockefeller and Hambleton from Trippe's group, and Howard Coonley,

Irving Bullard, Harris Whittemore.Jr., and Governor Trumbull himself from Trumbull's group.

Although this seemed to place actual control of the company with Governor Trumbull, Trippe

saw clearly that if he wanted to control the company himself, he needed to win over only one

opposition trustee. Furthermore, he was going to work full time at his job; these older men all

had many other interests to distract them. So even without the voting trust it was going to be

relatively easy to take Colonial Air Transport wherever he wanted it to go. Or so Trippe

thought.The moment the merger was signed, the Post Office awarded Air Mail Route No. 1,

New York-Boston, to Colonial. This gave Colonial nominally the senior position in the United

States. In fact, all of these first airmail contracts were awarded on the same day, and service

was inaugurated on all of the others before Colonial's first flight the following year.Upon

winning the contract, Colonial had a corporation, but no planes, no employees, no route

system, no landing fields. During the next nine months prior to Colonial's first flight on July 1,

1926, Trippe hired men, negotiated for aircraft, rented fields and planned for the future. The

company roster swelled to twenty-one, "the most complete air-transport organization in the

country," Trippe bragged. The rest of the brand-new airlines were happy with single-engined

planes, but Trippe had ordered four trimotors, two of them Fokkers, two Fords. He called this

"the largest order for commercial aircraft ever placed in the United States."His board of

directors, composed principally of middle-aged investors with no background in aviation,

became quickly disenchanted with young Trippe. Not yet twenty-seven, he was committing

them to expensive multiengined aircraft and they did not know why. Other companies were

satisfied with open cockpits and single engines, were they not? There were as yet no planes

flying, no revenues at all, but already the Fokker factory was dunning Colonial for first payment

on the two trimotors under construction, and Colonial did not have the money.In addition,

Trippe was often out of the office and could not be found. Some days he was at the Fokker

factory asking questions about the planes under construction. Other days he was in

Washington, talking about aviation with anyone who would listen, including Commerce

Secretary Herbert Hoover and even, on one occasion, President Coolidge.The man he had



most wanted to meet was the Pittsburgh congressman, Clyde Kelly, who had sponsored the

first airmail bill and was now working on a foreign airmail bill. Trippe's college roommate had

been Alan Scaife, son of a multimillionaire Pittsburgh industrialist, who had married the niece

of Andrew Mellon. Mellon was the richest man in Pittsburgh and one of the richest men in the

world. He was the richest constituent Kelly had. He also happened to be Secretary of the

Treasury. Trippe went to Scaife, who introduced him to Mellon, to whom he explained his plans

for commercial aviation. Mellon provided the introduction to Kelly, and now Trippe sat down and

helped the congressman work out the details of his new bill.Day after day also, Trippe waited at

the dirt airfield in New Brunswick, N.J., to watch the airmail planes come in from the other side

of the continent, and when they landed he quizzed the pilots about their problems. There was

much to learn, and he was learning all of it as fast as he could. One of the pilots he talked to

was the young Charles Lindbergh. Lindbergh never remembered the meeting afterwards.

Trippe did. Trippe forgot nothing.Trippe took virtually no time for himself at all, and when invited

to social events by his married friends, his "date" was often his sister.As early as October 1925

Trippe was considering an airmail route from Key West to Havana—it is mentioned in one of

his letters—and by December of that year he had persuaded Anthony Fokker to fly him down

there in the first trimotored airliner ever seen in the United States. The bald little Dutchman,

whose triplanes had been employed by Baron von Richthofen and his Flying Circus during

World War I, had recently opened a factory in Teterboro, N. J., and was building the two

Colonial planes there. This one, however, had been built in Holland, and had just arrived by

ship. The place to take it, Trippe convinced Fokker, was to Havana on a barnstorming junket.

This would attract favorable publicity for Fokker and his planes, Trippe promised, and would

help Fokker's sales. Of course, it would also raise the stature of Colonial Air Transport, which

was soon to be flying similar planes.The flight took place during the final days of 1925. At the

start there were four men aboard: Trippe, Fokker, mechanic Ken Boedecker and the pilot, a

former Navy aviator named George Pond. At Baltimore the tri-motor landed to pick up John

and Peg Hambleton, and at the nearby naval air station the ship was shown to Navy officers,

with Fokker boasting with particular pride of the ship's toilet—in 1925 a toilet aboard an

airplane was a remarkable innovation.The next day the plane continued south, running into

rough weather somewhere between Atlanta and Augusta. Soon no one knew where they were,

and as fuel ran lower it was decided to make a forced landing in a cotton field. Mrs. Hambleton

was placed behind the rear cabin partition to protect her, and Pond bounced the plane down

across the cotton rows. The passengers got out and continued to Augusta by car. When the

plane had been radically lightened, Pond was able to get it airborne again, and to fly it to the

Augusta airstrip, where his passengers rejoined him.Such heroics as this attracted

considerable press attention, but it went to Fokker and to Hambleton, who was the glamour boy

of Trippe's group. Not only was Hambleton young, rich and handsome, but he had also won the

Distinguished Service Cross in aerial combat over France. Trippe himself was scarcely

mentioned. He had a way of shrinking into the background when reporters came around.Even

Peg Hambleton got more press than Trippe did, because, in a time when air travel was still

thought to be terrifying, she was supposed to have fallen asleep in the air. She got off the

"giant airship" at Tampa, and Hambleton deplaned at Miami, the last stop before Key West. The

next to quit the flight was mechanic Boedecker, and he had reasons.The Fokker was powered

by three Wright J-4 engines, and these were designed to fly on aviation fuel. Aviation fuel in

1925 was hard to find, and so at each stop Fokker had been topping up his tanks with 50

percent automobile gas and 50 percent benzol. Boedecker, whose job was to watch the dials,

had noted that the engines had begun heating up in flight. Oil temperature was especially high,



and there was a bit of detonation in the engine. When Fokker informed him that the next stop

was Havana, Boedecker replied, "Well, you can count one Wright mechanic missing.""What's

the matter, are you afraid to fly behind your own engines?" asked Fokker."No, I'm not afraid of

the engines, but I am afraid of the automobile gasoline you are using, and I'm not flying over

ninety miles of ocean behind anybody's engines with that kind of fuel.""Those engines should

operate on any kind of fuel," said Fokker."They were designed for high-test fuel," said

Boedecker, who argued also with the pilot, Pond. The left engine's tachometer had broken

down some days before, and Pond could not be bothered to get it fixed. "Anybody who knows

anything about engines knows whether they are doing their stuff even without a tachometer,"

he said."Well, I can't tell if an engine is turning sixteen hundred or fifteen hundred RPM's

without a tachometer," retorted Boedecker, "and if the RPM is one hundred low, something is

wrong." With that, he refused to continue the flight. Trippe took no part in these

arguments.From Key West the Fokker took off for Havana, leaving Boedecker behind. His

warnings at first appeared exaggerated, for the plane made the crossing successfully, landing

at Campo Colombia, a military training field outside the city. There Trippe and Fokker put on a

flying demonstration for President Gerardo Machado and other Cuban dignitaries. They

showed off the ability of the Fokker F-7 to fly on two engines, or even on one. Machado was

reported to be extremely impressed, and the next day Trippe made contact with a Havana

lawyer who drew up for him what Trippe afterwards described as "a simple two- or three-page

letter." Later this document, which was brought to Machado and signed by the appropriate

official, proved extremely important, and not so simple. It appears to have accorded Trippe a

variety of rights essential to any airline that wished to serve Havana, such as permission to use

Campo Colombia as a landing field, the use of customs and immigration inspection facilities,

possible tax exemptions and perhaps other concessions too. The essential point was that

Trippe now, in December 1925, owned landing rights in Cuba, and Cuba not only was an

important destination itself but it was also the gateway to the entire chain of Caribbean islands

to the east and to the Yucatan Peninsula to the southwest.All this Trippe did before his

competitors back north were really aware of his existence.And so the Fokker trimotor started

back toward Florida. Again Boedecker's warnings had not been heeded, but there were no

problems over open water. Landing on the golf course at Key West, pilot Pond refueled his

plane with the same gasoline-benzol mixture as previously, after which he and his two

passengers took to the air again, bound for Miami. But as they flew over the Keys the engines

began to knock and to overheat, until finally the entire aircraft was vibrating. The left engine,

the one with no tachometer, at length cut out entirely, and the plane began to settle toward the

earth. The other two engines, choking on bad fuel, could not keep the Fokker aloft. But there

was no place to land. The individual Keys were too small, too heavily forested or too snarled

with mangroves. With no choices left him, Pond put the plane down on what he hoped was a

mud flat, but which turned out to be a flattish reef barely awash. Both tires blew out. The plane

skidded along on its rims, but came to a stop at last. The three shaken men climbed out. They

were six hundred feet from the shore of Key Largo, and the tide gradually came in over their

shoes.A man came out in a rowboat to take them ashore, and they were marooned there until

they lit a fire on the railroad track to stop the train. Once in Miami, Trippe and Fokker found

Boedecker and sent him down to rescue the Fokker if he could. He managed to change the

engines, planks were brought in and laid along the reef, the tires were replaced, and at length

Pond managed to get it off and into the air.4FiredBack in New York, Trippe found himself in

trouble with his directors. The New York-Boston route they had invested so much money in was

not yet even functioning, so what was young Trippe doing in Cuba? He had ordered these big



trimotored planes; not only was there no money to pay for them, but also the Post Office airmail

contract specifically called for the company to run single-engined planes. These were serious

charges, and Trippe was obliged to answer them. "Chances of failure are increased at least ten

to one if we are restricted to the use of single-engined ships," one letter read, "not to mention

the greatly increased hazard and almost certain loss of life to our pilots."Two weeks before

Colonial was to start service, the Post Office began to insist that single-engined planes be

used. To buy a fleet of them now might bankrupt the company, and certainly no funds would be

left to pay for the trimotors. The situation—and possibly Trippe's neck—was saved when

Dwight Morrow, one of the most respected financiers of the day, and later the father-in-law of

Charles Lindbergh, went to Washington and persuaded authorities not to enforce the letter of

the contract.Of course the trimotors had not yet arrived, and practice flights from New York to

Boston got under way in Fokker Universals, single-engined planes with a closed, four-

passenger cabin. These planes operated totally at the mercy of whatever weather they might

fly into, for the company was too poor to afford regular use of the long-distance telephone,

which was the only quick way to send weather reports back and forth along the line. Nor was

there any hangar for the aircraft, meaning that the weather would ravage their thin skins—dope-

painted linen for the most part— even when on the ground.All this time Trippe had been trying

to raise more capital, for he had big ideas and wanted to expand. One prospect was Robert

Wood Johnson, of Johnson and Johnson in New Brunswick, who listened to his arguments,

reserved decision, then sent him a long letter outlining the following points: (1) the airplane as

a means of transportation was not safe, not fast enough, and didn't carry enough payload; (2)

air travel was not interesting to a large number of people; (3) an industry based on a

government mail subsidy was uninteresting to capitalists such as himself; (4) as opposed to the

railroads, which were more or less monopolies, the air would be open to competition for many

years, if not indefinitely, meaning cutthroat prices and no profits; (5) eventually the government

would regulate the airlines—again this was not interesting to capitalists. Saying that he didn't

see any great need for immediate development of air transport, Johnson refused to invest in

Trippe's airline.Unfortunately, Trippe had begun to encounter one or another of these reasons

in nearly every direction he turned, but he was persistent and thick-skinned. Shame was not

part of his makeup. He always went armed with cost-analysis figures, and wherever possible

he sought out as prospects only people who were pilots themselves or were already interested

in aviation. Despite all this, the rejections came one upon the other.Colonial Air Transport, still

without the trimotors, commenced airmail service between New York and Boston on July 1,

1926. Trippe was still running every detail of the operation himself, but dissatisfaction from the

board of directors was increasing. Trippe's main problem, he judged, was that he seemed to

the directors too young, and he decided to cure this by bringing in some middle-aged

president, who would stand between himself and the board but who would be in all other

respects a figurehead.The man he settled on was a retired brigadier general named John F.

O'Ryan. By October 1, 1926, with Trippe continuing as managing director and vice president,

O'Ryan was on duty spreading exactly the aura of confidence and maturity Trippe had hoped

for.By then Trippe was urging the expansion of Colonial westward, first to Buffalo, and then to

Chicago and California. In Buffalo, where a new airport had just been built and opened, Trippe

was sure that capital could be raised, and so he headed there, together with his friend Bill

Rockefeller, and W. B. Mayo, chief engineer of the Ford Motor Company, in a Ford

trimotor.Hardly anyone had ever flown over this terrain before. Once aloft it was important to

keep an eye out for pastures and meadows that would make emergency landing fields, and

when Trippe wrote his report later he listed every such field that passed below. He also noted



certain factories, especially the General Electric factory, near Schenectady, and the American

Locomotive Works. When his proposed Buffalo Airlines began operations, he wrote, it ought to

be possible to solicit these factories for shipments by air of important documents.The plane set

down at Utica after 2 hours and 15 minutes of flight, and there refueled. Afterwards it followed

the Erie Canal and the New York Central tracks to Syracuse, to Rochester and to Buffalo.

Before landing, the pilot circled Niagara Falls. (A unique aerial view of the falls might lure plenty

of customers to Buffalo Airlines, Trippe noted in his report.) The flight, including the refueling

stop, had consumed 5 hours and 17 minutes.Eleven days later Trippe started a second journey

to Buffalo. This time the plane set down in Albany, where the mayor and other dignitaries made

speeches, and a twenty-pound mail pouch was placed aboard. But the plane got only as far as

Rochester before being forced down by bad weather. Trippe was trying to reach Buffalo to

attend a gala dinner in honor of Major John Satterfield given by the Buffalo Chamber of

Commerce. Satterfield, who ran one of Buffalo's biggest banks, was being cited for his work in

developing Buffalo Airport. Trippe was hoping to persuade him to invest in Buffalo Airlines.But

in Rochester the rain poured down. Trippe secured a watchman for the plane, sent the pilot to a

nearby hotel, caught a train into Buffalo with the mail pouch, and just made dinner. Following it,

he went to Satterfield's house, and there the two men—the eager young airman and the

middle-aged banker—discussed a New York-Buffalo-Chicago air route until dawn.By November

Trippe was writing Satterfield about a proposed meeting with Henry Ford, who by this time not

only was building his own trimotor planes, but also had an air service from Detroit to Chicago

and Cleveland. Established the year before, it carried company freight only, but it operated with

the regularity and the reliability of a public carrier. Trippe was suggesting that Buffalo Airlines

propose a joint operation with Ford. Buffalo Airlines would carry the mail from New York to

Cleveland, where it would link up with Ford's airline.Presently Trippe was back in Buffalo still

again. Satterfield had got together a group for dinner: bankers, brokers, real estate operators,

all of them apparently both interested in aviation and rich. To these men Trippe submitted a

definite plan for financing Buffalo Airlines. The rest of his plan was even bigger. If he could raise

altogether $1.5 million, he could bid for the New York-Chicago airmail contract and probably

get it. Capitalization of Colonial at this time was $500,000. Buffalo backers would put up

$500,000, he hoped, and an additional $500,000 could be raised in Cleveland and Chicago.

The present Colonial investors would come up with the rest.Up till now, each new airmail

contract had been awarded by the Post Office not so much on the basis of low bid as on the

basis of financial responsibility. Bid bonds of up to $500,000 were required. Postal officials

were not interested in flying enthusiasts. They were as judicious as bankers. They wanted to

see the financing.Trippe traveled constantly—to Washington to confer with postal officials, to

Boston, Baltimore and Buffalo to confer with bankers. He wrote scores of letters—to bankers

about money, to politicians about bills.He also wrote to airplane factories about building his

newest ideas into Colonial's planes. One letter urged the Fokker factory to install a fuel-

dumping arrangement. At the time of his Key Largo crash last winter, he wrote, it had occurred

to him that the flight could have continued another fifty miles had it been possible to dump four

or five hundred pounds of fuel. A second letter went to the Ford factory: he wanted sliding

windows installed in their planes. By far the biggest factor in airsickness, he wrote, was the lack

of clear fresh air. The Fokker had such sliding windows. When bumpy air was encountered,

these were thrown wide open, and the extra-large heater that he had ordered installed in each

of the planes was turned on full blast. Not one passenger, he wrote, including several women,

had yet got sick.Perhaps he concentrated on technical matters to take his mind off the rest of

his life, which had suddenly gone very wrong. The money wasn't coming in. In addition, O'Ryan



had begun ordering him around, had begun making decisions on his own even in Trippe's

absence. The figurehead was refusing to behave like a figurehead, and Trippe was miserable. It

was his airline, but this man O'Ryan was now thoroughly in the way. Trippe wanted to expand.

O'Ryan wanted to get Colonial in the black first. O'Ryan even seems to have considered

merging with National Air Transport, the only other airline of substance operating in the eastern

United States."In view of the fact that I personally persuaded Messrs. Weicker, Rockefeller,

Whitney, Fairchild, Hoyt and others to invest in the company, in the firm belief that its expansion

would be laid out along lines most advantageous to the individual stockholders, I cannot agree

to [O'Ryan's] policy," Trippe wrote Hambleton.At one executive committee meeting Trippe

charged that Colonial did not appear to have any definite policy or plan for the future. But the

voices of older men were immediately raised against him, and the executive committee

approved O'Ryan's policies in toto.Trippe was silenced for the moment but not for long. He went

to Boston and held quiet conversations with directors Howard Coonley and Irving Bullard. He

was lobbying for support and at the same time trying to undermine O'Ryan. "I am so thoroughly

and personally committed to the welfare of this company," he wrote Hambleton, "that I am

going to stick, and five years from now I will turn back ten dollars for every single dollar

invested, or bust in the attempt."Bids for the New York-Chicago airmail contract opened on

January 15, 1927. O'Ryan had decided to enter a bid after all, $2.13 per pound of mail carried,

a figure Trippe opposed as too high. Apart from Colonial, there was only one other substantial

bidder, National Air Transport. National later came in at $ 1.98, and Trippe either guessed at

this figure, or had inside knowledge of it in advance. He kept driving for a lower bid, and at the

last minute O'Ryan authorized him to enter Colonial's bid at $1.88. This should have given

Colonial the New York-Chicago contract. Instead, all bids were thrown out on technicalities and

the Post Office announced a two-month delay before the route would be readvertised.As they

waited, Trippe's relations with General O'Ryan deteriorated. "The present Colonial situation, to

my mind, is discouraging," he wrote Coonley, who was president of the Walworth Company in

Boston. Colonial was losing $8,000 a month, and was down to less than $100,000 of capital,

Trippe noted. He was carrying on at no small personal sacrifice, and because he had

interested many of his close personal friends in Colonial, would continue to do so, taking no

salary at all if necessary, in order to get Colonial on its feet. But this could be done, his letter

concluded, only if sound business principles were followed—which O'Ryan wasn't doing.At last

the New York-Chicago bids were reopened, but by then a mood of cutthroat competition

prevailed among the bidders, and O'Ryan was caught up in it. He wanted to enter a bid so low

that Colonial, if it won the contract, could not, according to Trippe, fulfill it without being ruined.

"Very few men as yet understand the actual cost of conducting air transport operations," Trippe

wrote one of his backers. "I believe it costs at least $ 1.34 per ship mile to operate trimotor

airplanes and that under inefficient management the total cost would undoubtedly run to at

least $2.00 per ship mile." He had made a bad mistake putting O'Ryan in as president, he said.

Colonial now would almost certainly end badly. Twice in the course of this letter, Trippe asked

that it be destroyed upon receipt.An open break with O'Ryan became inevitable. On March 18,

seven members of the executive committee passed a unanimous motion to the effect that

Colonial's New York-Chicago bid should be decided upon by four men: General O'Ryan, Trippe,

L. L. Odell and Tobe Freeman. But the next day O'Ryan called a second meeting. With Trippe

and two of his supporters absent, a resolution was passed giving O'Ryan the sole right to

decide the bid.At once Trippe began to rally his supporters, but O'Ryan had supporters, too,

including Governor Trumbull and most of the New England faction on the board of directors. A

directors' meeting was held which not only ratified O'Ryan as chief executive of the company,



but also became focused on the person of Trippe. A number of men demanded his resignation,

and certain of them even threatened to withdraw their money if he stayed.Trippe had one card

to play—the voting trust which he had had the foresight to set up so many months before and

whose existence everyone else seemed to have forgotten. He decided to call a meeting of the

voting trust and overrule the board. Since Colonial was a Connecticut company, the voting trust

was obliged to meet in Connecticut, and Trippe convoked it in the Greenwich railroad station

after midnight on the day the New York-Chicago bids were to close. He needed four votes out

of seven, including his own, and he got them. A few minutes later the milk train came through

and the victorious Trippe and his supporters jumped on it. They dozed during the hour-long run

back to New York, then drove across to Teterboro Airport in New Jersey and took off for

Washington. It was not yet daylight. A company pilot, not Trippe, was at the controls. Trippe's

old role was over forever and he realized it. He was a business executive now, not a pilot, and

corporate risks were more exciting than any risks any birdman ever took.After freshening up in

a Washington hotel room, Trippe reached the Post Office just as it opened, beating the

deadline and entering Colonial's bid at $1.68, as low as he thought he could go without ruining

the company. He flashed the formal resolution signed in the Greenwich railroad station. It was

all legal. Colonial's bid bonds would stay in to back this bid.When news of what Trippe had

done got back to Connecticut, and to Boston, O'Ryan and nearly everyone else were outraged.

Lawyers were hired to study Trippe's voting-trust arrangement, after which a full meeting of the

stockholders was called. There the lawyers presented their opinion that the voting trust, by

which Trippe had overruled the board of directors, might not even be legal. If this was true, then

Trippe's New York-Chicago bid was illegal also, and the Post Office would never award the

contract to Colonial.Whereupon Trippe proposed that it go to a vote of all the stockholders.

Whose lead would Colonial follow? Trippe's? or O'Ryan's? Whichever side lost would be

bought out by the other and would leave the company.When Trippe's side lost by a percentage

point it meant that he had, in effect, been forced out of the company. His investment was

returned to him. He was told to take his still-undelivered Fokker trimotors with him, if he could

pay for them, for Colonial didn't want them.At the age of twenty-seven, he seemed again

without a future and he was without a paying job. He had also, it seemed, lost his girl. Trippe

had been courting Elizabeth Stettinius by then for about two years. She was five years younger

than he. Her family, Hungarian in origin, had come to America around 1790, making hers a

very old American family, though not as old as Trippe's, which went back to Henry Trippe, who

settled in Maryland in 1663, and which counted war heroes from the days of the punitive

expeditions against the Barbary pirates. A Lieutenant John Trippe had won the Congressional

Medal of Honor during that action, and ever since there had been a destroyer or minesweeper

in the U.S. Navy named the U.S.S. TrippeBetty Stettinius lived in a mansion in Locust Valley on

the North Shore of Long Island, and played golf at the Piping Rock Country Club. It was her

brother Edward who first brought Trippe home—the same Edward Stettinius who would

become chairman of the board of U.S. Steel at the age of thirty-nine, and who would serve as

Secretary of State under Roosevelt and Truman in 1944-45. Trippe, at the time he met Betty

Stettinius, did not have much time for girls, but one day he found himself playing golf with her.

She hit such a powerful drive off the third tee at Piping Rock that he turned to her and said,

"Do you ever get into town on weekends?"Betty's family was far wealthier than Trippe's had

ever been, for her father had headed the Diamond Match Company and had become a partner

in the J. P. Morgan Bank. When he died, he had left her a considerable trust fund. In a later age

it might have been possible for the young couple to marry on the strength of this. But in the

1920's such an action for a young man of Trippe's station was not honorable, and therefore not



conceivable. Trippe would have to show that he was man of substance, with a financially sound

future, before Betty's brothers would allow her to marry him. And this he had not done. Instead

he had continued to waste his energy on these foolish aviation projects, and so a family

decision was made. Betty was sent abroad to forget her foolish affection for this unreliable

young man.5A New CompanyTrippe set to work at once to form a new company, once again

persuading Whitney, Vanderbilt, Hambleton, Bill Rockefeller and the rest that there was a future

in commercial aviation, and that he was the man to lead them to it. Most of these rich young

men were far less serious than himself. "These fellows were all bankers," Trippe said later, "—

or hoped to be bankers."Trippe gathered together thirteen of them, and capitalized the new

company at $300,000. It was incorporated on June 2, 1927, as the Aviation Corporation of

America. Sonny Whitney, who had put up $49,000, was elected chairman. Bill Vanderbilt, John

Hambleton and Bill Rockefeller put up $25,000 apiece and were elected president, vice

president and treasurer, respectively. Trippe, having invested $25,000 also, was named

managing director.At once Trippe began looking around for somewhere to place that money.

On July 12 he asked his brand-new board of directors to authorize him to submit bids for any

airmail route he might select. This was agreed to. He was also authorized to invest in a newly

formed New York corporation called Pan American Airways, Inc., which, even though it owned

no planes and had very little money, seemed to have the inside track on the Key West-Havana

mail contract soon to be awarded.Pan American had come into existence in the following

way.Two years earlier, an Army Air Corps officer, Major Henry H. ("Hap") Arnold—as General

Arnold he would command all American air forces during World War II—had been an

intelligence officer stationed in Washington. For some time he had been reading intelligence

reports about an airline recently established in Colombia known as SCADTA. Everything about

SCADTA was German. Its capital, its pilots, its managing director, who was Peter Paul von

Bauer, had all come from Germany shortly after World War I. According to Major Arnold's

intelligence reports, Von Bauer intended to extend his airline up as far as the Panama Canal

and—hopefully—into the United States. Germans at the Panama Canal? This had to be

stopped. Arnold took a map and drew a sketch of an airline that would extend from Key West to

Havana, across to Yucatan Peninsula, and down through British Honduras and Nicaragua to

Panama. He then conferred with Major Carl Spaatz, and Major Jack Jouett. Later the three

majors called in still another young Air Corps officer, John Montgomery. Together they drew up

a prospectus for such an airline, decided it might make money and sent Montgomery to New

York to find backers if he could.The four officers called their project Pan American Airways. As

soon as Montgomery could raise the necessary money, all four intended to resign from the

Army. Arnold would become president and general manager of the airline, Spaatz its operating

director, Jouett its personnel manager and Montgomery its field manager.The first important

backer lined up by Montgomery was Richard D. Bevier, a former naval officer with offices now

in downtown New York. Bevier's business was supplying wholesale goods to U.S. Navy

canteens all over the world. He was well connected, for his father-in-law was Lewis Pierson, an

important New York banker. The second of Montgomery's backers was George Grant Mason,

then twenty-three, who came from money, had attended all the right schools, and was part of

what passed at the time for high society in New York. Mason, too, was close to an important

banker, for he was about to marry the sister of Sloan Colt, and Colt would soon be named

head of Bankers Trust.At about the time that Mason and Captain Montgomery set off for Cuba

to secure the requisite permissions and documents for their proposed airline, the three

remaining Army officers became embroiled in the court-martial proceedings against General

Billy Mitchell, who had accused the Army of treasonable neglect of air power. Mitchell was



convicted. Arnold, Spaatz and Jouett received official reprimands, and with this cloud over their

heads, felt they could not honorably resign from the Army. However, their names remained on

the Pan American Airways prospectus, and the project went forward without them.With Bevier

now as president, Captain Montgomery as vice president, and Mason as secretary, Pan

American was formally incorporated, and attempts were made to raise further money. Many

promises were obtained and, on the strength of them, Montgomery and Mason journeyed to

Cuba altogether three times. There they were accorded more promises and a few vague

documents were signed, whereupon Mason got married, and fund-raising stopped while he

disappeared for a month on his honeymoon.Montgomery petitioned the Post Office to call for

bids on the U.S. contract from Key West to Havana, and he represented Pan American Airways

as a powerful force in modern aviation. On July 16, 1927, the contract was awarded to him.

According to its terms, his planes had to be flying by October 19, and this was going to be

difficult, because he didn't have any. When Bevier and Montgomery tried to call in their

pledges, they found they had almost no money either.A second company was interested in the

Key West-Havana route. It was called Atlantic, Gulf and Caribbean Airways, Inc., and it had

grown up out of the corpse of the now defunct Florida Airways.Florida Airways had been

founded by Reed Chambers, a famous World War I fighter pilot. Chambers, returning to civilian

life, had gone into the securities business on the West Coast, but he continued to watch what

was happening in aviation. In 1924 he watched Henry Ford begin manufacturing all-metal

trimotor transport planes. The next year came the Kelly airmail bill. It looked to Chambers as if

the time was ripe to make a business out of flying. He went to his best securities salesman,

Virgil (Vic) Chenea, and in two nights' conversation in a Los Angeles hotel room talked Chenea

into becoming his partner in the airline business.Which airline business? Well, they would start

one, and they looked over the list of Kelly bill routes as soon as it was published. Trippe in New

York was studying the same list. Out of it, Trippe picked New York-Boston. Reed Chambers

picked Atlanta-Tampa-Miami, and his reasons, as given in his prospectus, seemed good ones:

mild weather and no fog; flat terrain useful for forced landings; a substantial time savings on the

Miami-Tampa run to be effected by flying over the Everglades, instead of driving or sailing

around them.In addition, Florida was booming. Six thousand people, according to the

headlines, were pouring into Miami every day. Florida Airways could not fail. Everybody in

Florida was getting rich fast, and soon Chambers and Chenea would be among them.And so

they, too, went to New York to raise capital. They found Richard B. Hoyt, a partner in Hayden,

Stone and Company, the Wall Street investment firm. Hoyt was then thirty-nine, and an

important man in aviation, for it was he who had brought about the merger between Curtiss

and Wright, the two most important manufacturers in American aviation, and he was now the

Curtiss-Wright board chairman.They found Percy Rockefeller. They found Eddie Rickenbacker,

the ace of aces of World War I, the most famous American fighter pilot of all. They went to

Henry Ford, who granted them a $50,000 credit on the purchase of three Ford planes. In

January 1926 these planes were at last ready to fly, and Florida Airways was ready to be

born.First the planes had to be ferried to Tampa, the company's operations base, and this

meant refueling stops en route. At one of them, Nashville, the entire airline came to grief. Two

of the three planes had already landed and were parked. The third pilot set down his machine,

but he landed "long"—toward the middle of the runway. The runway was slightly hilly, and

higher in the middle than at either end, and the pilot bounded over the hump and began to run

downhill. In 1926 planes had no brakes. Once on the ground, they rolled until they rolled to a

stop. The only means of steering was the rudder, which, unfortunately, was totally ineffective at

taxiing speeds, unless a pilot gunned his engine, sending a blast of prop wash over the tail, but



this made the airplane speed up, and it still had no brakes. The pilot of the third of Florida

Airway's new planes, finding himself rolling downhill, unable to stop, and headed off the end of

the runway, revved up his engine and turned his rudder full left. The prop wash turned him into

the direction he wished to go, but too violently and straight toward a group of spectators. He

revved up still again, holding the hard left lock, hoping to miss the spectators, and he did. What

he did not miss was the other two parked planes. His wings and prop carved them up, and they

carved him back.With all three machines inoperable in Nashville, Florida Airways simply could

not fly. An immense delay occurred while new wings were manufactured in Detroit, shipped

down and riveted into place, and it was September, eight months later, before regular

operations could begin. By spring of the next year, 1927, Florida Airways was bankrupt.

Passenger business was almost nonexistent. Most major travel agents refused to sell air

tickets. Passengers in the South were simply scared of climbing aboard these newfangled

flying machines. No substantial mail loads ever developed either, for Chambers had made the

mistake of bidding for a route that did not connect with any other. This meant that no loads

were fed into him. Even locally only minimal time savings could be effected by sending mail via

Florida Airways. Mail sent by trains—which ran all day and all night—was faster.When Florida

Airways collapsed, Chambers and Chenea took its corporate shell to New York and attempted

to raise a million dollars in new capital in order to resurrect their airline with new routes and a

new name. This time they meant to fly from Key West to Cuba to Yucatan to the Canal Zone.

Their chief prospect was again Richard Hoyt, who was still willing to listen, partly because this

new airline sounded more promising than the last one. Flying across large bodies of water

meant competing against slow-moving ships, rather than against trains. If commercial aviation

did have a future, then perhaps overseas was where it lay. In addition, Hoyt's firm—Hayden,

Stone—had important sugar interests in Cuba. This meant help in securing the necessary

permits and documents there and perhaps even a Cuban airmail contract.The new company,

Atlantic, Gulf and Caribbean Airways, was incorporated in June 1927. Hoyt, looking for what he

called "paper that could be taken to a bank," saw that Pan American Airways had such paper,

the United States airmail contract to Havana. But when Hoyt attempted to absorb Pan

American, he got nowhere.So he went to see Trippe, whom he had met earlier that year. Trippe

then had been interested in North Beach Field (New York's present LaGuardia Airport), which

Hoyt, as board chairman of Curtiss-Wright, controlled. But they had not met since Trippe's

withdrawal from Colonial. Hoyt's reasoning now was that Trippe, who had Rockefeller, Whitney,

Vanderbilt and Hambleton money behind him, had also been to Cuba in an airplane and

actually held paper—Cuban landing rights—that could be taken to a bank. Hoyt, as he went

into the series of meetings that ensued, expected to swallow Trippe. Instead, Trippe swallowed

Hoyt. Trippe was now twenty-eight, and Hoyt, the respected banker, nearly forty. But he won

from Trippe only two concessions. If it proved possible to buy, or merge with, or otherwise take

over Pan American Airways and its Key West—Havana mail contract, then the merged

companies would become known as Atlantic, Gulf and Caribbean Airways, Hoyt's corporate

name. In addition, the post of chairman of the board would be held open, and if all went well

Hoyt might be elected to this post later. In the meantime, Trippe's group would own the

controlling interest in the new company, and the president and general manager would be Juan

T. Trippe.In Florida, Chambers and Chenea waited anxiously to know what the future held. It

held a wire from Hoyt asking them to come to New York for an urgent meeting at his office on

Wall Street. There he told them that the only possible deal was a merger with Trippe's group.

There was a long silent ride by taxi uptown to Trippe's little office on 42nd Street, where they

waited a moment in an anteroom, and when the door opened, Chambers and Chenea shook



hands for the first time with the big, apparently bland young man who was to be the chief.6First

FlightAttempting now to take over Pan American, Trippe entered into negotiations with the

Bevier brothers, Richard and Kenneth. The Beviers were hardheaded businessmen. They were

amenable to a merger, they said, and would consider accepting the Trippe group and the Hoyt

group as minor partners.When Trippe refused this offer, the Beviers suggested that each group

should hold a one-third interest, with their group controlling the merged company. Trippe gave a

gentle smile and shook his head.A friend of Trippe's from those days later credited him with "an

intuitive dreamlike sense of where aviation could go—a vision based on very little." He also

had an intuitive, dreamlike sense of where any negotiation could go. He seemed to understand

at once where the difference lay between what a man said he wanted and what he would settle

for. As a negotiator, Trippe was incredibly persistent. He wore people down. He wore them out.

He seemed innocent, kindly, bumbling, but he never backed off or conceded a point. In a gentle

way he was absolutely obstinate. He would present his arguments, and if they were rejected,

he would simply present them once more, often in exactly the same language. He never raised

his voice or lost his temper. The same words and phrases kept appearing over and over again.

If the negotiations were resumed a week later, or a month later, his opposition would hear the

same record replayed. It was maddening, and it was incredibly effective.In addition, he seemed

to have learned very young, or to have been born already knowing, that the most successful

negotiations were those that lasted longest, and he knew a hundred polite ways to stall.

Negotiations with Trippe almost never went anyplace very fast, and now as the summer of

1927 dragged to a close, the Bevier brothers were in a state of increasing nervous tension.

Their airmail contract bound them to begin service on October 19, a date they knew they

couldn't make. If they missed it, the Post Office would withdraw the contract, which was the

only thing they had that Trippe wanted.Montgomery was sent back to Cuba a fourth time to try

to secure documents that would impress Trippe and improve Pan American's bargaining

position. On September 8 Montgomery cabled that he had obtained a mail contract from the

Cuban government: four years at $150 per trip. He had also obtained a five-year contract from

the Cuban Army for the use of Campo Colombia; he had signed a contract for the building of a

hangar and machine shop in one corner of this field. These details failed to impress Trippe, or

so it seemed to the Beviers, and they petitioned the Post Office for an extension past October

19.On September 30 came the Post Office's answer: No extension. Pan American had

nineteen days to go, and still no progress in these negotiations with Trippe.At last the Beviers

cracked, and a deal was hammered out. Control of the merged companies would rest with

Trippe's Aviation Corporation of America, which would hold 45 percent of the stock. Atlantic,

Gulf and Caribbean (Hoyt's group) would hold 35 percent and Pan American 19 percent. For

his time and pains, 1 percent would go to Reed Chambers.On October 11 Trippe, already

president of Aviation Corporation, was elected president also of Atlantic, Gulf and Caribbean

Airways, Inc., and two days later he was elected president and general manager of Pan

American.At twenty-eight he had emerged in full control, and he stood up and presented a

detailed plan for the company's future activities. He proposed developing a route from Miami to

Cuba to Yucatan that would extend down through Central America as far as the Panama

Canal, and from there to Valparaiso, Chile; and a second route across Cuba to Puerto Rico,

and from there down through the chain of Caribbean islands as far as Trinidad. He spelled out

the concessions that would have to be secured in Cuba, Mexico, Costa Rica, Honduras,

Guatemala, El Salvador, Peru, Chile, Venezuela. It was all exceedingly detailed, and also

exceedingly visionary, and it all depended on fulfilling Pan American's Key West-Havana mail

contract. There were six days to go.At the Fokker factory in Hasbrouck Heights, N.J., Trippe



had a pilot standing by, ready to test the first of the two trimotors to come off the assembly line

These were the planes Trippe had ordered for Colonial more than eighteen months before. The

men were working overtime, but the plane was not complete. This hardly seemed to matter,

because in Key West there was no airport to receive it. The "airport" there was at present only

a field strewn with rocks and pitted with deep holes. For two weeks—starting even before the

merger—Trippe had had a ground crew at work trying to make runways, but the holes were

swamp pits, and some seemed bottomless. Rubble from the leveling operation was dumped

into them, but they never seemed to fill up. One took some four hundred loads of rubble before

the desired mushroom was formed and the pit plugged. Four days before the deadline, two

intersecting dirt runways, the longer of them about twenty-two hundred feet in length, were

completed. Whereupon rain began to fall heavily. It turned into a deluge that lasted two days,

and when the rain stopped, Key West "airport" was a swamp again. On October 17, less than

forty-eight hours from the deadline, there was still no place in Key West to land an airplane.In

New Jersey, meanwhile, the first Fokker had been pushed out into the sunlight. It was given a

few hours of abbreviated flight tests, and then flown to Miami, where it landed late on October

18. And there it sat. Lacking a landing field at Key West, it could go no farther. There was one

day to go.Trippe himself seems suddenly to have realized that he had stalled the negotiations

too long. At stake was the mail contract itself, of course. At stake also was a $25,000

performance bond which had been posted by Bevier in accepting the contract. It had been

Bevier's money during the negotiations. It was Trippe's now, and he rushed to Washington to

beg, if he could, an extension from Post Office authorities. But he was refused.Then he got an

idea. A seaplane could land off Key West, and off Cuba too. If he could find a seaplane

somewhere and charter it, the contract would be fulfilled.Frantic and inordinately expensive

long-distance phone calls began to be made to flying services and barnstormers in

Jacksonville, Cincinnati, Chicago, New York and Boston, but no seaplane was found. By then

the first mail pouches were already speeding down the East Coast aboard a train that would

arrive in Key West just after dawn on October 19. Vans were ready to carry the mail to the Pan

American plane, if one was there, or else to the Cuba-bound ferryboat as in the past.For J. E.

Whitbeck, Trippe's manager in Key West, only a few cities remained on the list to be called,

one of them Miami, where he knew personally that no seaplanes were permanently based. On

October 18 Whitbeck called a friend there, and the friend reported that a single-engined

seaplane had landed at Miami on its way to Haiti. It had been leaking oil, but repairs had been

completed, and the pilot, Cy Caldwell, was even now making final preparations to

depart.Caldwell was brought to the phone, but he listened unmoved to Whitbeck's pleas. The

plane was not his, he said. He had no right to change his flight plan. He would like to help, but—

Whitbeck offered money. One of the figures later mentioned was $250, a fortune to the pilots of

those days. Caldwell decided that he could change his flight plan, after all, and he landed at

Key West just before dark.The next morning he was at his plane by 7:00 a.m., and shortly after

that seven sacks of mail—about thirty thousand letters—were loaded aboard. At exactly 8:04

a.m., Caldwell took off. Sixty-two minutes later he landed in Havana, the mail was off-loaded,

and Caldwell kept on going. But he had earned his footnote in aviation history. He had saved a

tycoon and an airline.The official inauguration of the route took place on October 28. The

Fokker trimotor, having reached Key West safely, took off from the newly smooth field with

Huey Wells and Eddie Musick as pilots, carrying a load of mail weighing 772 pounds. The

usable portion of the runway was only 1,600 feet long and only 15 feet wide, but the Fokker

lifted off with no difficulty and reached Havana, where a heavy rain was falling, without

incident.Because of the rain, inaugural ceremonies took place at a downtown hotel; the Fokker



was christened General Machado, after the Cuban dictator himself.Thus was completed not

only Pan American's first regularly scheduled flight, but also its first inaugural ceremony and its

first airplane christening in honor of a foreign dignitary.Betty Stettinius was in Pans when

Trippe's telegram came:FIRST FLIGHT SUCCESFULBetty burst into tears.7PriesterTrippe had

begun putting his personnel together before he even had an airline. The two pilots he had hired

were diametric opposites. Musick was a meticulous, deliberate man who flew airplanes with a

total lack of flamboyance; nonetheless, he went on to become the most famous airline pilot of

all time. Wells was a flashy, happy-go-lucky individual who was still a barnstormer at heart. He

was typical of many of the pilots of the day, and was very soon replaced.Captain Whitbeck's

title was "airport engineer." Whitbeck had been in charge of the Eastern Airmail Division when

the government operated the airmail, and later he became the owner and manager of Hadley

Field, the airmail's eastern terminus, in New Brunswick, N.J. He was said to have laid out and

supervised the construction of more than eighty fields. In short, he was the best Trippe could

get. He was also red-haired, stolid, rather humorless, and he wore a red goatee. The pilots

ragged him from the start. They said his beard was pink, and from then on he was known

throughout the aviation world as "Pink Whiskers."Trippe had also hired a short, bald-headed

Dutchman named Andre Priester, then thirty-six years old, and had given him the title of "chief

engineer." Priester, who couldn't even speak proper English, took the title seriously and soon

began to take over operating control of the airline, telling the pilots not only how to fly but how

to behave. He made mechanics polish brass fittings that, being inside engine nacelles, could

be seen by no one. He would fire a pilot for smoking, or a mechanic for a dirty toolbox. He

introduced the idea that flying must be done with unlimited care, completely without regard to

cost or effort. He demanded perfection.For the men on the line, as soon as there was a line,

Trippe was only a name. They never saw him. He was in New York, with big money behind him.

Whereas Priester was there before their eyes. He was the man they worked for. Everything he

said was retold by pilots, mechanics and airport personnel in what tried to be a Dutch accent.

Even his written directives were translated into a Dutch accent and quoted up and down the

line: "Der flying uff ninety miles uff vater iss no dchoke und iss not to be treated as

such."Priester was born in 1891 in Java, the third son of a provincial assistant governor. When

biographical sketches appeared later, the rank of his father was usually elevated several

degrees, and it was written that three rajahs had signed his birth certificate—since only a rajah

had sufficient rank to attest to the birth of a governor's son. To this exaggeration were

appended others: that Priester had graduated from the University of Leiden, and that he had

once served as superintendent of KLM operations in Amsterdam.When Andre was seventeen

his father died of a heart attack, and his mother brought her family back to The Hague. He

attended a technical high school, and afterwards studied at the Munich Institute of Technology

and at the Zurich Polytechnicum, a famous engineering school. When World War I ended, he

fell in love with airplanes and was determined to learn to fly. He did take lessons but never

soloed.Instead he got a job as assistant to the KLM station manager at the Amsterdam Airport.

After several years, dissatisfied with the progress he was making, the thirty-four-year-old

Priester decided to emigrate to America, which seemed to him the promised land for aviation.

With business booming there, he would be sure to catch on somewhere, he convinced himself.

But business was not booming, not yet; the year was 1935 and he was two to three years too

early.To avoid Ellis Island, he and his wife crossed second class; spending too much money. As

they came ashore in New York Priester told his wife that henceforth they should speak to each

other only in English. They were bound for Detroit, which had seemed to the little Dutchman to

be the hub of aviation activity. At Grand Central they were shoved into the wrong train, with the



result that they had to wait four hours on a station platform in the middle of the night for the

right one. Their Dutch clothes were much too warm, and their luggage was an old-fashioned

wicker trunk. In Detroit they looked so bedraggled that the hotel clerk made them pay for their

room in advance. Overwhelmed by the distances, they rode around on street cars holding the

map of the city in their hands. Prices were about two and a half times Holland's. They moved

into a furnished room near a police station, and cars with sirens came and went all night.In

Detroit no one would hire Priester. His wife went to work in a hotel to keep them, and soon had

charge of two floors. In desperation Priester contacted his countryman Anthony Fokker, whose

factory had now opened up in New Jersey. Fokker sent him to Philadelphia to take a job as

operations manager of an airline that was starting up there. To Priester's astonishment, being a

foreigner in America worked miracles. In Philadelphia he was accepted at once as an expert on

commercial aviation, which he was not.The Philadelphia Exposition ran from July 6 to

November 30, 1926, and because of it a company called the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Airline

had come into existence. Under Priester's direction it began to run regular flights between

Philadelphia and Washington at a cost of $15 per person one way, $25 for a 15-day round-trip

ticket.Priester ran his temporary airline exactly as he would run Pan American the following

year. People could set their watches by his planes. There were no accidents. There were not

even any incidents. Scheduled operations were maintained—on schedule—day after day.In the

operations manual that Priester immediately produced, the duties of pilot and flight mechanic

were stipulated in great detail. Before takeoffs, pilots were ordered to check over airplanes for

withdrawn nails or splits in the fabric, which were to be repaired with dope if discovered. Interior

cleanliness was the responsibility of the flight mechanic, who was also "to assist the pilot in

keeping a sharp lookout during poor weather conditions," and to tend to airsick

passengers.Pilots had been navigating via road maps for years. Priester furnished his pilots

pictures of surface landmarks as well, the better to orient themselves if they got lost. The

Dutchman's rules for landing and takeoff were especially strict. Outgoing planes were to be

accompanied by attendants holding the wing tips and tails with hooks to prevent them from

overturning during taxiing. As for incoming planes, as soon as one was sighted the field

manager was to sound a siren, and the field crew was to rush with their wing hooks to the

middle of the field. The pilot was to circle first around the field to check the wind direction and

the position of the field crew. He was not to taxi his plane after landing until the field crew had

fastened their hooks into place. The pilot was then to taxi as slowly as possible toward the

hangar so that the field crew might at all times man their hooks.Priester's job was of five

months' duration, but he treated it as if it were his lifework. Comradeship, he wrote, was

especially necessary if all of the difficulties of the company during the pioneer period were to

be solved. Comradeship could be accomplished by (1) taking lunch together; (2) holding short

meetings after daily flight service ended; (3) holding weekly dinners, after which a show might

be seen.But at the end of five months the exposition ended, and the airline shut down. Andre

Priester was out of a job again. He went back to Detroit, and this time he found a job bucking

rivets on the assembly line in the Ford plant. He was still there when a telegram came from

Trippe. The name meant little to Priester. He had met Trippe, but had not recognized him as

anyone special. He only vaguely remembered having seen him at the Fokker factory or

perhaps at Teterboro Airport.Trippe wanted to know if Priester would work out for him a

complete and detailed operations and revenue estimate of "a proposed Southern Sea Airline."

This was in February 1927. Trippe was still running Colonial at the time and his directors

wanted nothing to do with any Southern Sea Airline.Priester answered by return mail. The

estimate would be written by himself in longhand, he wrote, because a hired stenographer



might keep a copy of it. In the next paragraph he asked, "What is your price for it?"Eight

months later, as soon as Pan American's planes started to fly, Priester began 'writing another

operations manual, and his directives remained in force long after the jokes about his English

stopped. "All controls, especially throttles, will be operated smoothly and steadily," he wrote,

"rather than hastily or impulsively, insofar as possible." Pilots, Priester knew, tended to be free

spirits, for the air was a free place, the last on this earth. Airline flying demanded a new type of

man, and Priester was the first in America to see this, and to preach it as doctrine.In New York,

Trippe 's expenses were as minimal as he could keep them. The tiny airline with the

momentous name operated out of a three-room office suite at 100 West 42nd Street. Trippe

had one room, outside of which sat a Miss Swaggerty, who operated the telephone

switchboard and also served as Trippe's secretary. Priester, who was not often there, had a

desk in the second office, and there were two other desks arranged against the walls, one for

director John Hambleton, the second for a Miss Ulrich, who was the airline's accounting

department.8Key WestIn Key West a terminal had to be built. Trippe allotted $2,500 to the job,

and the result was little more than a shack. Something better could be built later, if the airline

caught on, if any passengers ever turned up to be carried. A hangar to keep the planes out of

the weather was more important, and so a substantial one was built out of steel and

corrugated iron. It measured 90 feet by 100 feet. The airfield's principal physical feature was

East Martello Tower, part of the ancient fort that once had dominated the island. Some of the

rooms in the outer circle of the fort were rehabilitated for storage and as emergency repair

shops. Most of the roofs over these rooms leaked. Since there was neither time nor money to

repair these roofs properly, boiling asphalt was poured over them and swabbed down to make

a seal.To lose one of the planes now would very likely put the company out of business. Trippe

gave orders that the load factor of the two Fokkers —a second plane, christened General New

after Postmaster General Harry New, had since been delivered—should be restricted to a limit

that would permit them to continue flight with two of the three engines out.For the two months

that remained of the year the mail was carried back and forth every day. Occasionally there

was so much mail that both planes flew. There were no accidents, no forced landings. Not a

single flight was missed. There was not even a single engine failure. Efficiency, Trippe bragged

in his first "annual" report to the stockholders, was 100 percent. In November 19,496 pounds of

U.S. mail was carried, and 877 pounds of Cuban mail. In December both figures rose—the U.S.

mail to 26,513 pounds, and the Cuban mail to 1,492 pounds. Revenues for the first sixty-five

days of service came to $29,575.49, which resulted in a net operating loss of only

$1,712.57.By January 16,1928, Trippe was confident enough to order passenger service

inaugurated, and he rode the train down from New York to board the first flight. The manifest

listed him as John T. Trippe —certain of his employees did not yet know the boss's name.

Though the day and flight were historic, and though he in effect owned the plane, he did not

attempt to take the controls himself, for this would have been contrary to passenger interest.

On a commercial flight, the passengers were entitled to professional pilots, he reasoned, and

he remained in his wicker chair all the way to Havana.He had had a four-page folder printed up

that was more tourist brochure than schedule. "Travel the Comfortable Way" read the headline,

and the text continued: "How many times have you stood on the deck of a steamer, tossing in a

rough sea and enviously watched the gulls wheeling and dipping round the vessel? What

swiftness and lightness, what ease, while you suffered the agony of the rolling and pitching of a

spiteful sea. How you longed for the smooth, quick flight of the gulls." The folder equated the

straits of Florida with the English Channel, which was "famous for its roughness." The steady

Florida breeze was always at cross-purposes with the currents, and "those on the surface



where wind and water meet, suffer aplenty."There followed a description of the "large eight-

passenger trimotor Fokkers" and a photo showed prospective passengers the

accommodations they could expect: wide wicker chairs, sliding glass windows the length of the

fuselage. The round-trip fare was $100, thirty pounds of baggage included. After making

connections with the train from Miami and points north, the planes left Key West each morning

at 8:00 a.m. The return flight left Havana at 3:45 p.m., arriving in Key West in time to connect

with the same train northbound. But very few passengers turned up at first.From John

Hambleton's father-in-law, who headed the Atlantic Coast Railroad Line, Trippe got permission

for a salesman to board the tram up the line in the middle of the night. The salesman was Vic

Chenea, who had once owned part of Florida Airways. His usual tactic was to find a sleeping-

car conductor, give him rum, and learn the names and berth locations of Havana-bound

passengers. Chenea then would accost these people in the washroom and launch into his

sales pitch. Later Chenea was assigned to Havana, where he would lure prospects into bars

and buy rum until they agreed to fly back to Florida—after which he would not only furnish the

ticket or tickets, but also drive the prospects to the plane and push them aboard.Priester was in

Key West most of that winter and spring, for there were problems. Although Havana was only

ninety miles away, in hazy or rainy weather the pilots often had difficulty finding it. They had no

navigational aid except the compass, and they measured wind direction and wind velocity by

judging the amount of foam on the peaks of the waves 1,500 or more feet below. Sometimes

on the return trip they couldn't easily find Key West, and they learned to navigate by the color

of the water. They knew from Coast Guard charts where the Gulf Stream ran, and where the

bottom began to shelve upwards toward the Keys, and on a clear day there was a great deal of

color variation in the water below. The Gulf Stream was gunmetal blue, and the water then

became green, and after that, almost milky white over the shoals. This meant they were

approaching the Keys, and they would try to discern Sand Key Light. The appearance of this

lighthouse gave them their exact position, and they would follow the Keys home. Cuba to the

south and the Keys' archipelago to the north—these seemed vast targets. Nobody expected a

pilot to miss one of them completely and go down at sea, but Priester realized this could

happen, and he worried about it. When a plane was due, he would pace the landing field in

front of the hangar, and from time to time he could be heard to mutter, "Vere iss der plane?"He

could rely on Musick, whom he had known at Philadelphia Rapid Transit Airline. Musick and his

wife had lived in the same apartment building as the Priesters. Musick had flown accurate

schedules then, and still did. But there was only one Musick. Needing a second reliable pilot,

Priester decided to hire Caspar Swinson, a pilot he had known in Detroit.Swinson had learned

to fly in the Army during World War I. When the war ended he went to work in a Detroit bank as

a clerk, but he could not stay away from flying. Six months later he bought an interest in an

airplane and began barnstorming. One day, although people were standing in line a block long,

he cut the barnstorming short because he had a date with a girl in another town. A few minutes

after he landed in the girl's town, people were standing in line there, too. But barnstorming got

progressively less profitable—this was exactly what Trippe was finding on Long Island—and

so Swinson joined the Ford Airline.Priester, working on the Ford assembly line, had sought

Swinson out, for he wanted to learn all he could about aviation, and he invited Swinson to his

house for dinner many times. Now, needing a new pilot, Priester sent his friend a letter. It read

only: "Please advise your schedule for joining Pan American Airways at Key West." That was

all. Small talk or friendly greetings were not Priester's way.It was May 21, 1928, before a third

pilot arrived at Key West by train, accompanied by his wife and child. This was Robert H. Fatt.

Born in Niagara Falls in 1895, Fatt was then thirty-three years old. He, too, had learned to fly in



the Army. Later he was a pilot for National Air Transport on the Kansas City-Chicago run,

where he was paid $450 a month, a lot of money in 1926. But he had learned to hate the

winter flying in un-heated cockpits. One night, flying over Kansas, it was 32 degrees below zero

up there, so cold that he had no feeling left in his hands on the controls of the airplane.At that

point he remembered having read about a new airline flying from Key West to Havana. He

wrote to the airline's office in New York, outlining his experience: 3,500 hours in the air,

including about 500 at night. He even went to New York to be interviewed for the job, and was

told that his application was on file. When a contract at last came from Pan American, Fatt

headed south with his family. Musick checked him out in the Fokker F-7—three takeoffs, three

landings. This was the first time Fatt had ever handled the controls of a multiengined airplane.

Musick carried him as copilot on two round trips to Havana. His total copilot time was 4 hours,

20 minutes. Then he was a Pan American captain.Key West had once been the biggest city in

Florida, but had been declining for decades. Now it was heavily Cuban. It lived off the shrimp

boats and the cigar factories. Most of the Pan American people—the pilots and Priester when

he was there—stayed at the La Concha, the only hotel in Key West with an elevator. The

elevator was always full of Cuban kids riding up and down in it. In the evening there was

nothing to do. There was no entertainment, no place even to stroll. The town did not even have

enough fresh water, and tap water was brackish. But there were numerous places, despite

prohibition, for drinking and carousing.One day Priester called in his friend Swinson and said,

"I'm going to haf to fire you for drinking.""I don't drink that much," protested the pilot."It isn't how

much you drink," said Priester, "but vere you drink."For airline pilots new commandments

applied. Swinson cut out drinking in public, and remained.All three pilots considered the flying

easy. They continued to make their landfalls as best they could—sometimes many miles off

course—but this was normal. No pilot in the world could do better, or even hope to do better.In

New York Trippe was brooding about these same navigational problems. If they were indeed

insoluble, then his airline could grow no bigger, and would be unable ever to span any larger

sea than this one, except in the impractical way that Lindbergh had just done it—as a single

isolated stunt.Trippe, however, was confident that the problem could be overcome, and that the

solution was radio. Ships navigated by radio, taking fixes on specific shore-based radio

stations, and if ships could do it, so could planes. However, radio sets of 1928 were enormous,

weighing up to 1,400 pounds, a mass that no airplane in the foreseeable future would be able

to lift off the ground and still have room for passengers and mail. What Trippe needed was

someone who could build him miniature receivers and transmitters whose signals would

nonetheless carry immense distances, and he arranged to meet with a man named Hugo

Leuteritz.9LeuteritzRadio at this time was only a slightly older, slightly more advanced art than

aviation. Marconi had developed the first wireless telegraph in 1895. Voices had first been

transmitted by radio in 1900, and by 1906 it was possible to broadcast phonograph music.

During the first decade of the twentieth century Marconi sent a radio message across the

Atlantic Ocean, and a steamship foundering in heavy seas radioed for help—and got it. Radio

messages even influenced strategy in the Russo-Japanese War, the first use of radio as an

adjunct of military slaughter.By 1910 ham radio operators existed, and a thirteen-year-old boy

in Brooklyn—Hugo Leuteritz—sometimes talked to them on a radio set he had made himself

by winding a coil around an empty round oatmeal package.The Germans had worked on radio

navigation for ships before World War I, and the Telefunken Company had built a radio

navigation device at Fire Island, an installation as big as a lighthouse. In the winter of 1916

Leuteritz even hiked out there across the ice on the bay to have a look at it.The loop antenna in

receiving sets came into existence about this time, principally as a means of saving space.



Then it was discovered that signals seemed to come in stronger when the edge of the loop

was pointed toward the transmitter. This led to the realization that the loop antenna could be

used as a direction finder.All this existed in vague form when, in February 1919, Leuteritz went

to work for a newly formed company called RCA—the Radio Corporation of America. He was

assigned to conduct experiments into the dark corners of radio in an old farmhouse near

Lakewood, N. J. He was not yet twenty-two years old. Few RCA employees were any

older.Radio promised to be a profitable business one day, but nobody knew what direction this

business might take. Among the possibilities was aviation. If one could communicate with ships

at sea by wireless, then one ought to be able to communicate with aircraft as well. Toward the

end of 1925 Leuteritz was detached from the farmhouse laboratory and ordered to make a

survey of aviation as a potential market.By this time various small airlines were in operation:

National Air Transport, Pacific Air Transport, Pitcairn Airlines, Colonial Air Transport. Leuteritz

contacted most of these lines and, as a passenger, flew some of the routes. The pilot would

ride in one cockpit, and Leuteritz would ride in the other sitting on top of the mailbags. He was

a tall, lanky young man, and most of his body protruded into the slipstream. A more urgent

problem than communication, he realized very quickly, was navigation. When bad weather

closed in, pilots immediately got lost. Trying to orient themselves, they would fly along railroad

tracks, searching for a station with a name on it, wheels almost touching the roadbed. Riding

half out of the cockpit, Leuteritz could see the danger better than the pilot could.So he began

to think about navigating by radio, and this led him to conduct certain experiments, some from

the top of an 864-foot tower near Tuckerton, N.J. The tower offered a useful height from which

to test the range of a signal beamed toward a ship at sea. Like many aviation pioneers,

Leuteritz often seemed to outsiders absolutely fearless. Heights never scared him. Regularly

he took his gear up the tower himself, 86 stories up an iron ladder toward a triangular platform

on top that measured 24 inches to the side. Once when he was on top of the platform an

electrical storm struck, and he was forced to clamber down swiftly because the tower seemed

certain to attract lightning. It was a long climb down. Rain was falling in torrents. It was running

down his sleeve and out his pants leg.When all his experiments were complete, Leuteritz

advised RCA that no market existed in aviation at present because no plane could afford to

give up the weight and space that radio sets required. He recommended that RCA appropriate

$25,000 for research into lightweight equipment. RCA turned this proposal down, commenting

that the future of aviation was too uncertain for an investment of such magnitude.During his

survey, Leuteritz had contacted Colonial Airlines and had spoken to Trippe. He had met Fokker.

He had even met Priester at the Fokker plant in New Jersey. But nobody wanted either radio or

Leuteritz, who kept brooding.Back at the RCA lab he built three experimental transmitters and

two receivers. The small 10-watt transmitter was for single-engined planes. A trimotored airliner

might possibly carry the bigger 100-watt set. The 300-watt monster was for dirigibles.Now

Leuteritz's problem became to get these radios onto aircraft somewhere, for he wanted to try

them out, and he contacted every airline he could think of—Trippe had now left Colonial—but

none was interested.Around June 1927 Leuteritz was called to a meeting in a downtown office

building. Present were Trippe, Fokker, John Hambleton and the Bevier brothers. Trippe wanted

to know what radio could do, and what his costs would be if sets were used by his new airline.

But he refused to tell Leuteritz where this airline meant to operate, nor over which distances.

"We can't disclose that information," said Trippe. (Trippe was secretive even as a young man,

and it would get worse.) "Because we are just forming the company."Leuteritz displayed the

proper eagerness. If he was to prove or disprove his theories, he had to find someone who was

willing to give up space on an airplane. Trippe's new airline was the only nibble so far.Some



months later Trippe and Leuteritz met again. This time Trippe described the Key West—

Havana route Pan American was already flying, and also those routes he hoped to fly soon—

Havana to Puerto Rico, Puerto Rico down through the chain of islands. He asked Leuteritz to

specify the kind of gear that was available and to submit proposed costs. More important, he

gave the radioman permission to install his equipment in the Pan American Fokkers in Key

West, and to conduct experiments there both on the ground and aloft.On July 5, 1928,

Leuteritz and his wife, Alice, arrived in Key West by train. Leuteritz, still working for RCA, had

with him a considerable amount of electronic gear, and he went to work. The first thing he

found was that static here in the tropics was so intense that no signal could cut through it. He

was worried about static, and worried about weight. He had to find a range of frequencies that

would cut through the static and at the same time find a means of focusing his signals.

Lightweight sets would become possible the moment he could define his signals sharply

enough to reduce the need for substantial power. He was not the only radioman who knew

about ground waves and sky waves; what was new was that he needed them both. The ground

wave covered the nearer distances, and the sky wave the more distant ones. But in between

came areas where there was no signal at all. He was exploring frequencies every day, trying to

find what he needed.It was slow, painstaking work, and it was complicated by the need to

improvise. He had his experimental transmitters, but like all radio gear of the time, they were

too fragile to bolt down inside an airplane—they would be shaken to pieces. So Leuteritz

suspended them on ladies' garters. Since there was no power source inside the plane, he

improvised a windmill generator that he attached to a strut outside the cabin.As planes went

out on their normal runs to Havana, the mechanic aboard was supposed to hold the telegraph

key down for a specified length of time at certain intervals so that Leuteritz in Key West could

attempt to pick up the signal and make his readings. But the mechanics kept forgetting, for they

had other jobs aloft, and they neither understood nor cared about radio. The pilots were even

more negative. Said Fatt to Leuteritz: "I've thrown better radio equipment off my airplanes than

you can build."Leuteritz sent an SOS to New York, and a young radio engineer named F. W.

Sullinger was sent down to help. From then on, one or the other flew to Havana and back every

day; experiments were conducted on schedule both by telegraph and by voice; and Leuteritz

began to zero in on the frequencies he needed.On the morning of August 15 it was Leuteritz's

turn to fly. Aboard the Fokker was a voice transmitter only. The plane's receiver had broken

down the day before, and Sullinger was in the shop in the fort trying to fix it. Leuteritz's

transmissions were being monitored in the operations shack by twenty-four-year-old Daniel

Pippinger, an out-of-work dishwasher who would later become a Pan Am pilot.At Havana the

Fokker—it was the General Machado—was loaded with sixty pounds of Cuban mail, and two

passengers, William Walton and Charles Norman Ageton, climbed on board. The pilot was

Fatt, who took off for Key West at 3:55 p.m. Beside him sat flight mechanic Gus Alfonso, and in

the cabin aft sat the two passengers and Leuteritz, who began transmitting five minutes after

takeoff, reporting an altitude of 1,200 feet, a ground speed of 80 miles per hour and the

weather. It was raining.Regular transmissions came about fifteen minutes apart. Once Leuteritz

stuck the microphone in Fatt's face and the pilot's voice was heard complaining that visibility

was poor and the air bumpy. He was flying at 3,000 feet. The wind, he judged from the wave

tops, which he could see occasionally, was out of the southeast. There were many clouds, and

some were full of rain.At 4:55, one hour out of Havana, the Fokker flew over a tramp steamer,

Leuteritz radioed. They had not yet spotted Key West, he said.In his next transmission fifteen

minutes later Leuteritz noted that all five men on the plane were peering out windows looking

for the Sand Key Light. They could not find it. No one was yet very worried. "We did not see



Cuba this morning until we were about five miles from it," Leuteritz said. "We'll tell you when we

see Sand Key Light, so stand by."He began to transmit every five minutes. The import of all

these messages was the same. Visibility was poor. There was no sign of Key West yet.Two

hours out of Havana Leuteritz radioed: "Have not sighted the Keys yet. Passed a steamer

headed same direction we are. We ought to sight something very soon now."Leuteritz kept

radioing details: that Alfonso was peering around with binoculars, that their air speed, as they

dropped down to 1,800 feet, was about 100 miles an hour.Fatt, deciding that they must have

missed the Keys to the east, turned northwest. Leuteritz radioed the change.For some time

Priester, in the operations shack, had been standing first at Pippinger's shoulder and then at

Sullinger's, listening to these messages. There was no alarm in Leuteritz's voice, but there was

plenty in that shack. The experimental loop direction finder that Leuteritz had rigged to the roof

of the shack was primitive, but it was sufficient to show that Fatt had just turned away from the

Florida peninsula and was heading out into the Gulf of Mexico. Priester ran out of the shack

and found Swinson, whom he sent up in the other plane to look for Fatt.Leuteritz, still

transmitting, still did not sound particularly worried. At 6:16 p.m., 2 hours and 21 minutes out of

Havana, he radioed another change of course. "Think we allowed too much for drift," he said.

"When we get down to the last half-hour of gas, we'll look for a ship and land near it."From then

on Leuteritz transmitted every two minutes:"Visibility poor, haven't sighted anything

yet.""Things running smoothly. Have not sighted anything yet.""Air calm. No whitecaps on the

water.""Have not sighted anything yet. Don't excite anyone, as everything is running smoothly.

We intend to sight something before long.""Have not sighted anything yet. Gas getting low. We

are doing everything we can. Getting the boats ready."At Key West, Swinson was still out

searching in wide circles. Visibility was as poor for him as for Fatt. Priester, listening to every

word from Leuteritz, now had two planes up there. He was worried about them both.At 6:52, 2

hours and 57 minutes out of Havana, Leuteritz began his final transmission. They had sighted

a tanker below. "Putting a note in a bag," Leuteritz radioed, "getting ready to drop it to the

ship."The tanker was the American Legionnaire It was in some way airing out its tanks, and

fumes that were invisible from the air hung over its decks. Alfonso opened his window and fired

down an emergency flare. This created panic on the tanker. All its hatches were emitting

fumes, into which an airplane was shooting fiery things. The crewmen were worried not about

the Fokker's plight but about their own. As the General Machado swooped low over their decks

a second time, Alfonso threw out his message inside a shirt tied to the inertial starter crank: "If

I am over 100 miles from land, make a lot of black smoke. If I am less than 100 miles from land,

turn your ship towards land."The crank handle landed in the water and sank.Fatt was circling,

peering down, waiting for a response. None came. His left engine quit. Immediately he leveled

off, and the engine started again. But on his next turn the right engine quit, and after it the

other two. The General Machado, out of gas, glided down toward the sea. Fatt was trying to

land as close as possible to the tanker. In August 1928 few pilots knew what a fixed-gear

airplane would do when it landed on water, particularly when a five- to six-foot sea was

running. Would it flip onto its back?The tail skid struck the wave tops. In the cabin Leuteritz was

thrown headfirst into a bulkhead and knocked unconscious. A wall of water struck the plane.

The escape hatch over Fatt's head burst open, and water came down on top of him. He

struggled up through it onto the wing. Alfonso was already sitting on the wing, holding his

head."Never mind your head," cried Fatt. "Let's get these people out."When Leuteritz came to,

the plane was full of water. He was floating in an air bubble at the front end of the cabin, and

the escape hatch was aft. He sucked in air, dived and pulled himself along the netting which

constituted the overhead rack. Suddenly he felt something under him. He thought it was one of



the passengers, and hooked it with his feet.From outside, Fatt had torn open the escape hatch.

Up popped a spare tire, along with other junk, obstructing the hatch."Try to get the door open,"

Fatt yelled at Alfonso. The door was in the side of the fuselage, not far from the escape hatch in

the ceiling. Alfonso got the door open, and Fatt shoved the tire down out of the escape hatch

and out the door. One of the plane's wicker chairs floated up in its place. Fatt kicked it down

and out the door as well. The next thing to pop out of the hatch was Leuteritz."How are you?"

asked Fatt."I don't know, but I've got something hooked on my leg."Alfonso dived down into the

fuselage, and dragged out the passenger, Walton, who was unconscious. They laid him out on

the wing. In a moment he came to and began weeping.The plane carried an ax in its

emergency closet, and Fatt, reaching down into the water, found it. He began chopping at the

plywood top surface of the wing, trying to cut his way down into the front of the cabin where he

imagined that the second passenger, Ageton, might be wedged. But Fatt was unable to break

through. The ax kept bouncing off the plywood.All four men were bleeding. Fatt and Alfonso

had head injuries. Leuteritz had lost all sensation in his legs and imagined himself paralyzed

from the waist down. He hoped he would die.The Fokker was floating with its nose engine just

beneath the surface. The boat from the tanker was banging against the plane. One of the

sailors swam through the cabin, but could find no trace of the missing passenger. The sailor

reported that the floor of the fuselage was smashed open. Ageton must have gone out through

the bottom when the plane smacked down. In any case, he was gone.The survivors were taken

back to the tanker. The waves seemed mountainous, and the small boat was riding up and

down the tall steel wall of the ship. Leuteritz could not move his legs. Fatt, a huge man, carried

the tall skinny Leuteritz piggyback up the rope ladder onto the deck.Meanwhile, Swinson in the

second Fokker had been gone a long time. He had no radio gear aboard and there was no way

to communicate with him. For all Priester knew, he was as lost as Fatt, and would never find his

way back. Fearing he had lost both planes, Priester ordered gasoline fires lit along the runway,

and in the gathering darkness flames rose toward the sky that he hoped Swinson might see

and home in on. Swinson, flying back, did see the flames; he landed safely, and when he had

jumped down onto the ground, Priester, always so dignified and formal, rushed up and

embraced him.But Swinson had found no sign of the other plane. He and Priester stared at

each other, their faces lit by the blazing fires.By this time the tanker's captain had ordered a

rope fastened to the nose engine of Fatt's Fokker. Although the plane in 1928 was counted as

a "huge" airliner, the captain thought he could haul it up the side of his tanker, using its wheels

to hold it off from the ship, and his winch began turning. But as the fuselage came free of the

water, the engine mount let go, and the rest of the plane settled back onto the waves, where it

floated on its wings. The Coast Guard sank it some days later.A radiogram was sent from the

ship to the Tropical Radio Station at Hialeah, and Priester was notified that his plane and one

passenger were lost. A Coast Guard cutter was sent out to the tanker, and at three o'clock in

the morning the four survivors were off-loaded and rushed to a hospital in the nearest town,

which happened to be Tampa—Fatt had missed Key West by something like three hundred

miles.When the cutter docked the next morning, reporters waited. "I have no statement to

make," Fatt told them as he came off the gangway. "There will be an investigation by the

Department of Commerce, and if it turns out I am to blame, I'll never fly an airplane

again."Press photographers moved forward. "No, no pictures," said Fatt, holding his hands in

front of his face. A flashbulb exploded anyway. Fatt grabbed the camera with his left hand and

broke the photographer's jaw with his right. Five policemen jumped him, and he tried to fight

them off. Then he was in handcuffs.A lawyer sent by Trippe turned up, Fatt was released, and

the survivors were sent back to Key West by boat. When they landed, Priester was there on the



pier."If it makes things any easier for the company," Fatt told him, "I will quit.""Dere vill be an

inwestigation," responded Priester. "If you are to blame, you vill be fired. If you are not to

blame, you vill be our most waluable pilot, because you vill be der only vun who ever landed on

der vater."Later Fatt served as chief pilot on Pan American's Eastern Division for nine years.In

1928 a crash like this caused headlines all over the world, and further undermined the public's

already dim faith in commercial aviation. Trippe reacted by dropping the small public relations

firm—specialists in aviation—that he had employed up to now, and addressing himself to

Doremus & Co., the financial advertising subsidiary of the Dow Jones-Wall Street Journal

group. Doremus had as clients most of the important financial houses. Trippe asked Doremus

to take Pan American as a client. He wanted Doremus & Co. somehow to suppress the bad

publicity, which, if it went unchecked, might destroy his company. He wanted Doremus to make

Pan American sound as safe as a brokerage house.There would be many crashes in the years

to come, but this first crash was the worst, for it had shaken the confidence of everyone, Trippe

included. At that, Trippe was luckier than he knew; he might have lost Leuteritz.Doremus & Co.

sent a young man named William Van Dusen. Trippe greeted him as the seventeenth Pan

American employee, which he was not, since Doremus continued to pay him. Over the next

weeks, mostly at night, Van Dusen and Trippe thought out what their public stance should be,

and Van Dusen developed the philosophy that would guide him in the years to come. "The

airplane was such a frightening thing," Van Dusen noted many years later, "that we had to go

to any length to put the most attractive face on things, so as not to frighten off the politicians

whose votes we needed, or the public. Stark survival necessitated some stratagems.

Sometimes we had to invent. Our cause depended more on sympathetic understanding than it

did on truth and the absolutes."Despite the crash, Priester remained lukewarm about

navigation by radio—it was a radical idea and it was still unproven—and the pilots were totally

opposed to it. Leuteritz knew this, and he also knew that opposition to him and his theories

would get worse. For he had decided that navigation would have to be done from the ground. It

could not be done in the air at all with existing equipment. It would have to be done by

someone sitting comfortably in a chair in a dry, warm, stable place. This meant that navigation

would pass outside the pilot's control altogether, and it constituted the worst heresy of all: the

pilot in the air would be obliged to take orders from someone else.How could pilots, each one

the captain of his ship, ever be made to accept such a notion? Leuteritz began to lobby gently,

arguing with the pilots night after night on the porch of the La Concha Hotel. "We can correct

your navigation by radio," he told them, "but you have to let us do it. You have a little engine

fluctuation, and by the time you get your mind back to navigation, you are way off your

course."By now he had found exactly the sharply defined frequencies he needed. He had

designed lightweight sets. In the hospital he had sketched a new direction-finding loop antenna

of sufficient size to pinpoint the bearings of planes flying between Key West and Havana. The

loop was again a masterpiece of improvisation—it was nothing but pieces of wood knocked

together to frame a four-foot square, with hundreds of feet of wire wrapped around it. Needing

a compass rose for this loop, Leuteritz had bought a tin pie plate in a ten-cent store, and had

nailed this to a stand underneath the loop. But to calibrate it required test flights, and test flights

meant cooperation from the pilots.Fatt, despite having missed the entire peninsula of Florida,

was still against navigation by radio, but Musick agreed to make the test flights —among all the

pilots flying the embryonic airlines of the times, he appears to have been the only one who

understood that the old days were gone, that flying now must change. He went out beyond Key

West and lined himself up on landmarks as Leuteritz instructed, and transmitted signals while

Leuteritz and Sullinger in the shack took bearings on him and calibrated their antenna. After



that the two radiomen made flight charts for the area between Key West and Havana, a kind of

grid map divided into five-mile squares. From then on it sufficed for the telegraph key—voice

transmission had been abandoned as unreliable— to be held down long enough for the loop to

be pointed out on the direct bearing of the signal. This gave the plane's heading, and it became

possible to send corrections to the pilot—one dot for each square of the grid off course to the

east, one dash for each square off course to the west. The next step was to determine distance

from the loop as well as direction, and Leuteritz patiently explained to the pilots how, if they

would fly brief tangent headings from time to time as instructed, a second directional fix could

be made and their distance from Key West computed from it.Still Swinson and Fatt remained

unconvinced of the validity of navigation by radio—which shows not that they were stupid, but

rather how revolutionary, in 1928, Leuteritz's ideas sounded.With even Priester only half

convinced, Leuteritz had to use all his tact just to make the pilots keep sending the signals he

needed. He did not often send signals back to them, and he never ordered them to change

course. The technical problems had been solved, but the political ones had not been, and he

was trying to go slow.One day "Cap" Swinson was up there nearing Cuba, but the signal that

he had landed had not yet arrived. The door to the shack was open. Outside Priester paced

anxiously up and down, calling from time to time, "Hugo, vere iss der airplane?""It's okay,"

Leuteritz said.Priester entered the shack and stood at Leuteritz's shoulder, studying Leuteritz's

chart. He saw that Swinson was going to make his landfall far east of Havana, and although

Leuteritz sent him first four dots, and then five dots, Swinson's course did not change."Hugo,

dot isn't possible. Dot's Swinson," said Priester, grasping the situation."Wait and see how long

it takes him to get to Havana, and when he lands," said Leuteritz.Swinson's bearings began to

show that he had finally headed west toward Havana. But thirty minutes passed before he

landed.That evening Priester decided to confront Swinson with the chart, and he came to

Leuteritz and demanded it.But Leuteritz refused. The chart belonged to RCA, he said, not to

Pan American.Priester said, "I vant der chart.""No, you'll go down there mad, and he'll say that

these radio guys are spying on him. Handle this diplomatically," Leuteritz begged. "The pilots

are already hostile to direction finding from the ground. Talk to him. Tell him that you noticed

that his flight was overdue. Ask him if he had headwinds."But diplomacy was not Priester's

strong point. In an office that Pan American kept in the La Concha Hotel, the chief engineer

told Swinson that he had missed Havana by sixty miles."How do you know?" retorted the pilot.

"I know how I flew."Priester summoned Leuteritz, and ordered him to produce the chart.

Reluctantly Leuteritz did so, saying, "We are just trying to help you, Cap. We are just trying to

see that what happened to Fatt doesn't happen to you."Swinson stared at the floor, then said,

"Okay, I guess you're right."By the middle of September there was nothing further for Leuteritz

to do in Key West, and he went back to New York, wrote his report for RCA, then went on a

working vacation to the Berlin Air Show. Priester phoned repeatedly in his absence, and upon

his return to New York, phoned again. "Mr. Trippe vants to see you for lunch today," said

Priester.At lunch Trippe came straight to the point. "Andre has told me about what happened at

Key West. Andre will not be satisfied unless you take on the job of communications for Pan

American Airways.""Well—" said Leuteritz."Andre will have nobody else but you."Leuteritz

thought about it. "I have a good idea of what your requirements will be, but you have only a few

airplanes. That's not enough to keep me busy. I have more ambition than that."Trippe said, "We

will have a big fleet of planes. We will fly to Latin America next year, and after that we will fly

across the Atlantic, across the Pacific.""What you are talking about is a gamble," said Leuteritz.

"I know what I can do. But you don't know what you can do. I know that as far as radio is

concerned, it can be done, but—"After talking to his wife, Leuteritz arranged for a six-month



leave of absence from RCA. He was willing to gamble six months, no more. Then he sat

around waiting for Trippe to phone with a concrete offer. He was certainly not going to phone

Trippe.Presently Trippe did phone, and another luncheon was arranged. "I'm not going to

discuss salary," said Leuteritz. "You know what I was getting from RCA If at the end of six

months you feel that I am entitled to more money, you handle it. There's only one thing I am

interested in. Who is my boss?"Trippe said, "Report directly to me."So Hugo C. Leuteritz joined

Pan American Airways. His office consisted of a chair beside Priester's desk. He was working

out of his lap. But he was there, and all of Trippe's dreams for conquering the world became

possible.10West Indian Aerial ExpressTrippe's dreams had long since focused on South

America. The problem had always been how to get there—fast—before someone else did.

Trippe had needed navigation, but that was now in hand. He had needed machines, and had

recently ordered brand-new twin-engined S-38 amphibians from Sikorsky. But he also needed

not only landing concessions from foreign governments but men permanently stationed in the

places where his planes would touch down, and these things were harder to come by. The best

way to acquire both, and also the best insurance against competition was simply to take over,

by whatever means proved available, companies that already existed en route.To get to South

America in a Fokker—or even in the new Sikorskys, once they were delivered—meant refueling

every two to three hundred miles. There would have to be stops on nearly every island in the

West Indies chain. But a company called West Indian Aerial Express was already there, and

stood in Trippe's way.West Indian Aerial Express operated, theoretically, from Cuba eastward

across Haiti to the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico, and sometimes even as far as the

Virgin Islands. Its regular route spanned some 800 miles, including two overwater crossings,

one of 50 miles between Santo Domingo and Puerto Rico, and the other of either 40 or 230

miles between Cuba and Haiti—the length depended on how brave the pilot felt, whether he

chose to fly the direct route over two and a half hours of open water or to follow the coastline

around to where the two islands lay closest. In either case there would be up to nine stops

during the two-to three-day trip.West Indian Aerial Express was more typical by far of the

airlines of the period than was Pan American, just as its founder, Basil Rowe, was more typical

of that era's aviators than was Juan Trippe.Rowe, three and a half years older than Trippe, was

born in Shandaken, N.Y., on February 10, 1896, and he figured to live in or near that upstate

village for the rest of his life. But in 1915 something happened that changed all this. A

barnstormer named Turk Adams landed in a nearby pasture, and when the necessary crowd

had collected, he took off to stage an aerial exhibition. His plane soared aloft, gained altitude

for a few hundred feet, then settled into the treetops beyond the field. After hanging there a

moment, it plopped into the stream beneath. Among the boys who rushed to help was Basil

Rowe. He worked on the wreck all day and into the night, and in return Adams taught him to

fly.Later Rowe became a famous air racer. He won the Aviation Town and Country Trophy at

the International Air Races in Dayton, the Allen Hinkle Trophy at the National Air Congress in

Wichita, the Glenn H. Curtiss Trophy at the International Air Races in New York.In between he

barnstormed. But soon there were too many air meets, too many barnstormers. Business got

worse and worse. A pilot could survive only if he could think up and bring off incredible stunts,

and so stunts became Rowe's forte. Once he swooped down under the middle span of the

Camden-Philadelphia Bridge, lifted up just over the brackish water of the Delaware, and roared

back into the air again. He did this with a paying passenger aboard, and afterwards had to fight

the customers off. His stunts drove competitors to ruin. Another time he decided to fly through

an open dirigible hangar. As he approached the hangar he checked to make sure the dirigible

Shenandoah was moored to its mast outside. It was, so Rowe pushed the stick forward and



zoomed down into the open end of the hangar. He was actually inside the hangar when he

suddenly became aware of a training blimp being towed into the other end by a ground crew.

Rowe made a U-turn and flew out of the hangar, and never understood afterwards how he did

it.
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Narut Ujnat, “Great read about Juan Trippe. Fascinating.. I got this book after a search of

information on the old clippers that were dominated by PanAm. This book seemed like it was a

good read.It is. The book, written 35 years ago, is an excellent source on the foundations of

PanAm and how Juan Trippe did something that has unfortunately been forgotten lately that

contributed mightily to the expansion of American soft power. This man set his mind on a goal

and was able to achieve it and in the course of those actions did so much for aviation, and the

expansion of America overseas. It is largely forgotten now, but Pan Am became a de facto tool

of expanding American interests throughout the Pacific, and also through Europe.This is a

fascinating study of this great American businessman, and well worth reading if you have an

interest. Of course, in 1980 PanAm was a indispensable part of the American landscape, but

within 11 years the mighty airline was gone. The fall is just a jaw dropping fact, but given

deregulation, Trippe's retirement and the change nature of both American soft power and

changing travel habits, made PanAm's fall almost the fate of the gods.If the book has a

weakness, it is only because it was primarily written before the Persian Gulf War so the

downfall is an epilogue. But, the book certainly give the extent of the rise and fall. It is an

amazing story.Great book.”

David Mac, “A well written classic. Robert Daley is a superb author and his scholarship in

researching this fascinating book verges on the incredible. He also has a personal touch many

historians withhold. Most importantly he is even handed, recognising Trippe's genius without

being blinded to the faults all genius's have.The story behind Pan Am and how Trippe played

Government interests against plane builders and vice versa is a huge challenge for any writer

but Daley not only masters it in great detail but makes it a top book from a human interest and

written viewpoint. I read this after reading Robert Gandt's China Clippers and they are a

magnificent "one two" on the life of Trippe a man who rates alongside all the great sailors and

discoverers of past centuries. A classic”

Tashinamu8, “Juan Tripp was the predecessor to Tim Berniers Lee. If you enjoy history and

analyzing the relationship between our contemporary life based upon that history - this is a

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/aBBvE/An-American-Saga-Juan-Trippe-and-his-Pan-Am-Empire


book for you. It is a fascinating read of how the world was opened to international travel and

thereby, to international trade, communications and politics. Hope to read it again in a year or

two.  Some books are to be reread and savored.  This is one.”

William C Ruediger, “A Good Source of Pan American and Early Air History. My Dad worked

for Pan American for many years. We never talked much about his experiences before he

passed away (including his experiences working for Pan Am in Honolulu during the Pearl

Harbor attack). So, a friend of mine sent me this book and it was a real revelation. Pan

American was indeed a world leader in long distance air travel - especially the long distance

travel over the vast oceans. Pan American also played a key role during WWII, which very few

people know about. A good read and a well-written book. I recommend it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Pan Am History. This was the first...of four ....books I have read about

Pan Am.It is well written, easy to read, and is a real page turner. I could not put it down.If you

are into air travel you will love this book. It started me on a quest to read more about Pan Am.

There are many books out there about this subject. This is the book to start off with.The next

book I read was The Long Way Home. It is a documentary about the Pan Am Flight that was

stuck in the South pacific on Dec. 6 1941.Then the Pan Am Journey....which was much like An

American Saga...but a little more detail.”

John R Henry, “Engrossing bio/history. Juan Trippe was Pan Am and Pan Am was Juan Trippe.

This book tells tells the story of both. It is also, to a lesser extent the history of American and

internet aviation.Both story and writing are totally engrossing.I gave it 5 stars without any

hesitation or reservations at all.”

sangrevista, “Enjoyable and easy read. Good overview of the early history of PanAm and Juan

Trippe. Entertaining writing style and pace. Easy to read. Not extremely detailed (like Caro

biography of LBJ), but provides enough background to justify the points presented. Focus

greater on early years than later.”

Liberal Republical, “Essential, exciting reading for an aviation or business buff. A well written,

interesting and educational book. From it I learned the immense positive impact of Juan Trippe

and Pan Am on the development of commercial aviation in the USA and the world. Some of the

anecdotes on the early flights are truly amazing stories of courage, skill and ingenuity. For

example hacking an escape runway for a downed bomber out of dense jungle many miles from

any civilization, repairing a flying boat in midair, escaping from Pearl Harbor by flying around

the world unprepared.And how a true entrepreneur can build a up huge business from scratch

by ingenuity, risk taking and great negotiating skills.A great read.”

Fernando Hoyos, “The best thing about this book is that it was written .... The best thing about

this book is that it was written at a time when first hand witnesses of those historic times

(including Juan Trippe) could still be reached and interviewed. In that respect it is a really

unique book, one to grow in importance as more years go by. As regarding Pan Am's history, it

is told more from the organisational, political, and business point of view than the mere aviation/

action one and that makes it at times a little slow reading. But there's plenty of aviation stories

and action too, and plenty of leads to follow somewhere else if one's interested.”

Mr. A. MURRAY, “Fascinating story- and very well written. The story of Juan Trippe and the



airline empire he built is a great story... and Robert Daley tells it really well. I thoroughly

enjoyed this book & would recommend it.”

Gordon Hansen, “China Clipper. Excellent story regarding the early days of aviation - an

enjoyable read. Tripp laid out the best routes to Europe & Asia that, in my opinion, greatly

he;ped the US in WW II”

Sean McHaffie, “An Unbelievable Story. A truly remarkable story about one of the pioneers of

aviation. Anyone with an interest in aviation should read this book.”

papack, “It's a nice historical story.. I recommend this book to relational person for aviation. It is

legend of early american avionic history.”
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